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From the Editors

DC Readers and Contributors,

Issue Six is a reality because of your continued support and incredible
submissions. It brings us more joy than you know to put out this magazine and
we are eternally grateful for all of you! We must credit our poetry editor, C. M.
Keehl with the theme of Issue Six: ATLAS/STRUCTURE. We loved her idea
and we love the work we received! We asked for bones and structure and you
gave it to us. We hope you enjoy what we've compiled for you! Also, we
encourage you to submit to Issue Seven: REVOLT, due out this summer.
Keep it dirty,
DC Editorial Staff
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The Toc

hands in the air. In pantomime, I palm the
wall between the rest of us and people like
Ted. People like the poor thief. People who
live vicariously through their transgressions.

Their eyes roll across my skin like beads of
sweat.

Right hand. Left. Right. I palm the wall
of nothingness and now it’s something,
indeed. I careen against it in a trust fall. I
lean against it with all my weight.

by james huff

It’s chilly.
I’m sitting on an imaginary chair on a
stage, palming an invisible wall.

The little boy—not Ted’s—can’t
believe his eyes. He jumps. He giggles. He
runs up to the stage, barrels towards the
imaginary wall, falling through it, at my feet.
Then he jumps back up, grinning like he’s
unlocked some great mystery. His mother
scolds him. Ted scolds him. If he was my
son, Ted starts to say. But I smile, holding
out my hand in assurance that it’s quite all
right.

There is little speculation as to the
point of all of this, and I’m starting to wonder
as well.
I gather a man near the front isn’t the
husband or father of the mother and son he is
with, but that he is very much married. He
just stepped to the side to take a call in
private.
"I'm working late, honey," he said.
And he made up a whole story, then and
there, to support the lie.

I fold the imaginary wall in half
vertically. And I fold it in half horizontally.
And I fold it in half again. And again. And I
hand the boy the folded up mirror, now the
size of a matchbook. He eagerly snatches it
away, and trots back to his mother, to a smile
that looks out of place on her face. "Thank
you," she mouths sotto voce.

After the call, he called the woman he's
with 'honey,' too. She called him Ted. She
smiles emptily when Ted touches her. And
it's empty, but it's a smile.
The language of the body is a lost
tongue.

"Look, mom, a mime!" a little girl says
sweetly, holding her mother's hand as they
walk past the stage. She waves with her free
hand. "Can we stop?! Can we stop?! Please?!"
she pleads.

Grimacing, she knows there's someone
else in Ted's life that he's been hiding. And
Ted knows she's lonely enough to overlook it.
It’s something in the way she blinks when
she smiles.

"Not tonight, sugar. We are in a hurry,
remember?" her mother says mantra-like.

And poor Ted, his eyes no healthier,
looking for infidelity for a distraction from his
life. He's so completely distracted he didn't
even notice that the young man who bumped
into him just now picked his pocket while
saying "excuse me."

So I reach into my invisible bag of air,
pull out an invisible rope, and tie an
imaginary lasso.
"Look, mom! Look!" the little girl
squeaks.

God excuse us all.

And I swing and swing and throw the
imaginary lasso around her. She giggles
guilelessly in make belief, like only a child

Standing from my imaginary chair on
the stage, I call for attention, raising my
32

"Real? I raise my hands and
spread them open wide,
wanting to hold the world like
Atlas. And I let the weight sink
in. I bear down, taking a knee.
With much effort, I stand
again. I bend down, then
thrust up, jumping a little,
lunging the weight of the
world into the air, where it
should be."

pants, black stocking cap. His eyes are hollow.
His face is pale, if not white like I imagine my
mime getup makes mine look. Even his body
language is at a loss for anything good to say.
He sneezes and sneezes again.
again.

"God bless you," several people say

But his cell phone rings and spares him
the trouble of a "thank you."
"It's done," he says curtly. And he
sneezes again.
The voice in the phone says something
the man in black takes a moment to process,
his face changing shape several times.
"No," he finally says. "No, He surely

can.

won't.

Hold on, I smile. And I pretend she's
dragging me off the stage, nearly falling,
clumsy with joy. Goodbye, I wave.

He ends the call and throws the phone
in a nearby wastebasket. He does a slow
motion pirouette, his eyes buzzing like bees
looking for honey. Any distraction would be
as sweet. And he stops spinning facing me.

"Is this real?" another child in the
crowd asks his mother, among other
questions.

And I sit down at the front of the
stage, legs crossed. And I lock my eyes on his.

Real? I raise my hands and spread
them open wide, wanting to hold the world
like Atlas. And I let the weight sink in. I bear
down, taking a knee. With much effort, I
stand again. I bend down, then thrust up,
jumping a little, lunging the weight of the
world into the air, where it should be.

Right hand, right. Left hand, left. In
front. Above.

People laugh and clap and gawk while
smiling.

I'm a man in a box, as are we all until
we realize it. Yes, and it would seem we made
them ourselves. What irony. But I lean to the
left. I lean to the right. I try to stand despite
this ceiling.

Somewhere in the crowd, a man
sneezes three times.

People gasp. People clap. Even the
man in black seems moved.

"God bless you," a number of people
say in susurruses.

And so I emerge, bursting through the
top of the box, rebirthing into the world
anew.

The man says nothing to thank those
kind people or their presumably kind God.

I show them joy.
I show them sorrow.

I can usually tell a lot about a person
by their face, but this man is different. He’s
dressed in all black; a black turtleneck, black

I jump the imaginary hurdles what is
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life, running across the stage, driven. Then I
slow. I'm an older man now. I've developed
an unfortunate limp, leaning hard on an
imaginary cane. Winded, I sit back down in
my imaginary chair at the center of the stage.
I sit down hard on purpose, apparently
levitating. I rest an elbow on a knee, my chin
on my fist.

"Am I performing? I ask
without words. Am I a mime?
I can’t help but smile.
Everyone's clapping so
loud."

All eyes follow as I point to the right of
the stage, to a memory of joy as a younger
man. The smile might never have left my
face for how well I remember it. My body
trembles in ecstatic make believe made
memory.

I—I can't feel my legs.

What's happening to me?
A woman worries she's left her
headlights on. She drove, she admits, but
admonishes the man she's with for this
responsibility. Another man says he's missing
the big game. Someone says the world is
ending; they say it's already begun. A small
child cries somewhere in the back of the
crowd—or maybe it's just in the back of my
mind. A man with an auctioneer's guile is
selling something like it's something it's not,
somewhere, and someone's buying it.

And I point to the left, eyes following
once more, to a memory of sorrow. Looking
back, it was never as bad as it seemed. This I
say shrugging my shoulders. Life went on,
and I followed it to a better place.
Children laugh, most too young to
understand what I'm trying to say without
words, but struck by some apparent magic.
And most adults seem moved. Especially a
woman in the front on the brink of tears, face
flushed, nose running. She’s been to all of my
recent performances, always as receptive.
She’s wearing a pretty blue blouse, wearing
her hair up. Her hands say she’s a nail biter,
apparently stressed, but endeavoring just the
same. She carries herself like a mother. And I
love her like a mother, like I love everyone
like a brother or a sister or a lover or a friend.

Everything I hear puts everything I
see on its head and spins it.
I feel myself contorting but I'm
without control of it. I convulse, I seize like a
puppet with several broken strings.
"Hold on, child. Hold on," says a shaky
mother's voice.
Goodbye. Goodbye, I try to wave.

I reach above my head, grab hold of an
imaginary rope hanging there. And I pull
myself up and up. And up and up I go.
crowd.

Everything's gone gray. I think I'll be
going, too.
Their eyes roll across my skin like
beads of sweat.

A groan of groping awe escapes the

Why is it so cold? Why am I
sweating?

Hanging here, suspended in air, no one
claps. No one says a word. I don't even know
how I'm doing it. I let go, but my balance is all
wrong. I slip. I hit the ground with a thud.

I don't remember lying down, but here
I am, a circle of faces floating above me like a
halo of twittering birds.

I think I've broken a leg.

"He has Idiopathic Generalized
Epilepsy," says my mother. She looks so

Both legs.
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young and beautiful in her new blue blouse.
"My father had it," she adds. "He always had
these grand mal seizures, too. Help me get
him in his wheelchair?"
We're at the Grand Mall? I try to ask
but can't speak. What's that? What are we
doing here? My hands move about
impulsively.

Two Poems

"Oh, there, there, child. Everything's
going to be all right," says a woman with a
kind face as I'm lifted up and into a chair with
wheels. She has a child, herself. I reach out to
touch the boy, fingers spread apart, palsied.

by hayley hudson

A vase; a vessel
Our love stayed fresh on a
flower food diet.
But stems grew dry.
Now twine hugs glass,
cleared out and clean.
The refill is lost in the mail.

Mother wipes a string of drool from
my mouth. I see a swarm of faces, loving,
compassionate, beautiful faces. They're all
clapping and smiling and waving now.
I can't help but smile.
Am I performing? I ask without
words. Am I a mime? I can’t help but smile.
Everyone's clapping so loud.

Somniloquy

Thank you, thank you, I say in
pantomime.

Last night my pen filled in the space
around the address on the surface of
an old envelope made out to you,
Ryan, 43 Greenwich. Keep going,
you said in the dream, but maybe
don't call the sun the "day moon"
or the "dark star."

And the wave of smiling faces recedes
a little, some people returning to their
business, others seemingly waiting around for
the show.
They love me. They really love me.
And I love them. For my next trick, I'll show
them.

Hayley Hudson lives in New York City. Her
poetry has been featured at the Difficult to Name
Reading Series in Manhattan and has appeared or
is forthcoming in Prelude. She is on Twitter
@hayhud

I sit up as straight as I can in my
wheelchair, smiling and laughing out loud for
all there is to smile and laugh about in life.
And the wheels of my chair disappear. Then
the chair goes.
James Huff is a senior Creative Writing student at
Missouri State University in Springfield, MO, writer
of fiction, poetry, and creative nonfiction.
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Bony Back by loretta oleck

Loretta Oleck is a psychotherapist and creative artist whose work
braids into many disciplines as her poetry and photography have
been published in Feminist Studies, The Missing Slate, Obsidian,
Word Riot, The Adirondack Review, High Coupe, Right Hand
Pointing, Cultural Weekly, among numerous others. Her
photography has graced the cover of Cactus Heart.
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What It’s Like to Love Someone
by chelsey clammer

1.
Sobs heard through the ceiling. All day. All day, I have sat in front of my computer,
wording my memories, pixilating past trauma. A eulogy. An attempt to get this thing out of me.
Death. Not mine. Though it feels like a part of me. Sofie’s. And the grief, too, I guess. I don’t
know. Nothing makes sense. Especially not death. How can I write a eulogy for what I still
cannot believe? Her death.
Sobs heard through my ceiling.
Get the grief out. Try to write the senselessness of her death out of me. All day I
have been pleading for letters to line up properly. I'm trying to excavate rows of consonants,
find eloquent vowels constructed in clauses. To mine my mind for particular memories that will
comfort me, a bereaved.
Sobs now collapsing onto me, through my ceiling.
Because it sounds like the neighbor above me is trying to do the same, only not
with words but exasperated crying. How I feel the urge to do that howling well up inside me as
well. Because the words aren’t getting the grief out. And so I want to shout about how Sofie
died senselessly. And this fact makes me wonder about the whats and whys of my neighbor’s
catastrophic cries.
I'm trying to shape my feelings into something that shows I am doing something
about this grief. Like life. Breathing. Life-like. Hope.
But this poetic flow has an undertow caused by the sobbing distraction. How it
whirlpools and unsettles a belief that I can do this—write words to get through grief. A eulogy.
But I hear him above me and what I hear is hopelessness.
Straight through the ceiling, his sobbing. The moaning. Ignore it. Get writing.
Fight my way back up to the surface of a poetic page being made. Hopefully. Then the deep
vibrations of distraction, again. Ideas gone dead, again. Descension. The ceiling continues to
sob. A continuous distraction. I blame this crashing, this beheading of my concentration on the
reverberations of his deep, siren-ing grief. We have been doing this all day.
2.
And the wails get louder and the howls get louder and the loudness sounds so lonely. But
there’s a listener here, witnessing. What we know of each other when we think no one is
listening. The permeable membranes of buildings, of floors to ceilings, creating good acoustics
for pain. The white walls that can’t hold back the wails. Waves of sadness surge through soft
insulation. Pink. Skeletal 2x4s shake. And there’s the drywall with its false demarcations of we
are safe from each other’s pain.
Ceilings. Sobs.
87

He fissures.
I commiserate.
Am disturbed.
Depth of grief, disturbing.
Hours of this.
3.
And then I give in. And then I get up, get out from behind my computer, pause the
writer me to go be a caretaker me, the miraculous swooping-in-er. Attend to someone else
because I don’t know how to attend to myself. Leave apartment, ascend stairs, knock on door.
The sobbing source of 305 sniffles back. Snot sucked in so loudly I can hear it through the solid
wood door. Footsteps plopping down a hallway. A peephole stares at me through the door’s
vague paint. A muted gray. Like dead skin. A door that cleaves us. Isolates us. Secludes. His
gulp for a non-sobbing breath.
Then the swoosh of his much-needed sigh as the door opens. The air swollen with
grief momentarily escapes, gasps in relief as it passes my face. His world stuffy with weep.
Suffocating.
Thick black hair in various versions of disheveled—front full of loose curls grazing
his cheekbones as they spoon the black circles under his eyes. Orbs of grief. Not bags. More like
luggage. Heavy. The curls that compose the sides sprout out in different directions near his ears
—sideswiping an emerald stud in the cartilage of his right ear. His hair looks as drunk as the
baggy and tattered sweatpants and hoodie he’s wearing, but his face—this hardened portrait of
grief that looms a foot above me—is stone-cold-sober. His eyes don’t look down at me, won’t
meet my own. Shoulders up, chin tilted up as if he could halt his waterfall with an acute angle
in the back of his neck.
He can’t.
We’ve never met and so I know nothing about him. Such as his name. Such as
his reasons—the catalyst for his cries—that are heavy. Heaving.
Something.
I wanted to write about Sofie today.
My catalyst.
Eulogy.
4.
Hi I'm Chelsey I live below you I heard crying are you alright? Statements stated in
one gush of breath. A rushed introduction to run straight, sprint right up to the point: I can
hear your pain.
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5.
How he doesn’t know I left words that echo his loneliness downstairs. He needs support.
Of course. Appreciates my worried inquiry over whatever prompted this Niagara. The
consequences of being alive, I suppose. Such as pain. Death. Sobs as symptoms of loss. How
we’ll grieve until someone starts grieving for us. Half curious, half concerned about this middleaged man weeping through my ceiling—I'm here. Here I am standing in his door way,
investigating his well-being, wondering about my own. Words of Sofie I just can’t let go.
Continued cries. Side effects.
He wipes away the deluge from his square, pale face that’s full of red-streaked stains. All
of those tears, but it comes right back. Persistent. My cat. Throat re-opens, erupts. I’ve had
her for nineteen years. The sequel scrape of breath. She died. Sobs return. This trilogy. He
puts face into his hands. Shudders. His broad shoulders shake, now hunching down as the
weight of grief compresses his height. Life presses upon him. He curls further into himself. I
stand there, debating if I want to cry with him.
I make an image in my mind of the death he must have witnessed—a dead cat
next to his fallen knees. Like Sofie’s broken body splattered, cracked on concrete.
Oh. I'm so sorry to hear that. Did she just die now?

How sad.
No.

Oh.
He shakes his head, tongue reaching up to lick away snot. Hands again swipe at
the delta of his face. I had to put her down yesterday. Another gulp, another failure to breathe
a non-sobbing breath. He battles himself. This regret.
6.

Gravity decided to put Sofie down a few weeks ago.

7.
I pause to process. Then: judgment tsunamis. It’s about the lack of urgency, no
immediacy over his issue. Just a cat. Already one day dead. Get over it. I want to tell him about
my pain. She was nineteen, too. Just nineteen. How it is that he can get another cat. But I can’t
get another Sofie.
And how each person’s grief is harder than each and every one else’s.
And how we—the grieving—all have shuddering shoulders, shoulders trembling so
violently (such sobbing)(such weight)(such gravity)(she fell) that we can’t offer up even just
one of them for someone else to cry on.
We are trying to not shatter here.
(My grief is greater)(has to be)(it’s mine)(besides)(his cat didn’t fall five stories)
10
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Reasons for his agony learned, I'm now less concerned. What he’s trying to make
it through is something I find pathetic. Overly-dramatic. At least that’s what I think. It’s just a
cat, so ridiculous. (As if a connection couldn’t exist between two species)(I'm right about these
things)(always)(my judgment)(I'm grieving)(it can’t get worse than this death inside me.) And
how his ability to re-cat his life is the catalyst for the insensitivity that now simmers in me.
Boiled, fed-up. Irritated and annoyed. Now feeling petty and how I want to say, Dude. It’s just
a cat. Get over it already.
Which is absurd.
So I tell him to just hang in there.
And then I turn around, turn my back to 305, walk down hallway, descend
stairs, open door to 205, get back behind my computer, sniffle back my own sobs so I can
concentrate on the eulogy.
But all I can think of are all the things that shouldn’t be in a eulogy. How she fell down
five stories and how human death trumps cat death and how I'm now feeling self-righteous
because the sobs through the ceiling aren’t created from a lost love. As if you can’t love a cat.
Ridiculous.
And yet.
The cries for his cat feel overly dramatic to me. Heavy sobs should be reserved for
a human’s death, not for a pet. I never cried when my guinea pig died, when my dog died,
when the rabbit I was pet-sitting died. In comparison, those deaths are just a blip of sadness
that dribbles, drips lackadaisically from a leak in a weak spigot of pet grief.
I save my sobs for Sofie.
I re-try pixilating past trauma. The neighbor shouldn’t ruin this. But his sobs soon
return. Such a distraction. I turn on some soft music, turn up melancholy’s sounds to silence
the effects of bereavement brought on by feline death. I belittle his anguish, try to out-grief
him.
8.
One week later, I will stand up from a pew. I will walk to a stage where hundreds of
eyes that have all been expelling so many tears lately will look up at me, pleading for comfort.
Eulogy.
This is what it’s like to love someone: a picture that makes you smile, then cry. Words
about her inhabit each page you write while you laugh, then cry. The sound of her voice and
laugh and those expressive hand motions that make you laugh, then cry. Smiles cued when
you hear a certain song. Cries cued when you hear a different one. Her soothing energy that
consumes you, making you laugh, then cry. And those dark, encouraging and attentive eyes
that will forever flash through your mind reminding you of how you’ll make it—how you’ll get
through these tough times
10
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9.
His sobs stopped last week, but he still can’t fully silence his grief. He makes a different
noise now, one to row him over the waves of suffering—this loneliness, his feline-less-ness.
An accordion heard throughout the day. All day.
Sounds made to get over mourning.
According to him.
Accordion.
Somewhere Over the Rainbow played so perfectly, played just right.

Hope pumps out, sigh-like.
Chelsey Clammer is currently enrolled in the Rainier Writing Workshop MFA program. She has been
published in The Rumpus, Essay Daily, The Water~Stone Review, and Black Warrior Review
(forthcoming) among many others. She is an award-winning essayist, and a freelance editor. Clammer
is the Managing Editor and Nonfiction Editor for The Doctor T.J. Eckleburg Review, as well. She is also
the Essays Editor for The Nervous Breakdown and Senior Creative Editor of insideoutediting.com. Her
first collection of essays, BodyHome, is forthcoming from Hopewell Publishing in Winter 2014. Her
second collection of essays, There Is Nothing Else to See Here, is forthcoming from The Lit Pub,
Spring 2015. Clammer is currently working on a collection of essays, Circadian, that weaves scientific
facts with personal stories in order to look at the poetics of the body.

Amsterdam

by mitchell lay
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and the cat actually felt confident that he
could run the other way and somehow pull
the string (without jarring the rifle and thus
changing its aim) and actually hit the dog.

One Day

by jason half-pillow
One day, Chuck Norris left his suburban
home in Texas and went to the supermarket
to buy milk for his cat. The cat remained at
home. Chuck stood in the milk section,
reviewing all of the options beyond the glass
doors, listening to faint, sporadic sounds from
within—men discussing something in
mumbles—and then saw the front plastic
milk gallon and half gallon jugs shake a little
bit, from the impact of new ones sliding in.
The cat was near the window, watching a
neighborhood dog eating from its dish, across
the street; the dog was on its porch, where
there was also a swing that creaked in little
movements in response to some wind that
also touched lightly another neighbor’s wind
chimes. Meanwhile, Chuck looked back and
forth along the lines of milk, wondering if he
should get whole milk, which the cat had to
like better, or skim, which would not clog the
cat’s arteries as much and might prolong its
life—though by how much, Chuck Norris
didn’t know, and he mused on that question
for a while too, thinking that the difference
between skim and whole might only amount
to a few extra days, which for a cat, was like
an additional month. He thought also that
maybe their entire system was different, and
milk fat might do them no harm at all.

Every day for over a month, the cat had
grabbed the string and readied itself to run
after making sure the site was level with the
dog, but every day for a month, the cat had
thought to himself what am I thinking? and
concluded that all he could conceivably
accomplish was pulling the rifle off the couch
and most likely shooting himself in the end,
or Chuck’s living room chandelier.
As each day passed, the cat wavered,
thinking, as the dog left the area of its food
dish and never settled for long enough in any
single place for the cat to adjust the rifle’s
direction and aim, that it missed its chance;
then, the cat would think, No! I didn’t miss
any chance. This whole idea is stupid. I’ll
never kill the dog this way.
But, instead of coming up with a more
plausible plan that didn’t defy so much
elemental physical reality—first and
foremost, the fact that nothing in a cat’s body
structure makes it at all the kind of animal
that could ever successfully discharge any
kind of gun, even by accident—the cat went
back, yet again the other way, and
enraptured itself with fantasies of what
people would say upon discovering the cat
had not only managed to rig up a .22 caliber
rifle and managed to jimmy-open a window
and get it aimed directly at where a neighbor
dog took his two daily meals, but also
managed to rig it up with a string, and
somehow, not watching, run the other
direction swiftly with the string in his mouth
and managed to shoot and kill the dog. This,
he thought, would make him the Lee Harvey
Oswald of cats; minus the stigma any human
obtains killing another. Cats hate dogs and
wish them harm—no one would ever fault the
cat, neither for the sentiment, nor bringing it

The cat had rigged up one of Chuck’s rifles, a .
22, so that it was leaning out the window and
pointed more or less in the direction of the
spot on the porch where the dog took both its
meals every day. The cat had the gun rigged
up so there was a string on the trigger
connected to a small ball the cat could fit in its
mouth. The cat’s intention in making this set
up—which the cat had spent a good two
months working on every day, and had had in
place for a good three weeks by this point—
was to attempt to shoot and, he hoped, kill
the dog, the first chance he got; but that
really meant, the first chance the dog was in
the line of fire, and there were no witnesses,
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to deadly fruition. Had Lee Harvey Oswald
been a cat and John F. Kennedy a dog, the cat
thought, both men would have died heroes.
Chuck decided on whole milk, as much for his
own sake as the cats. It was the sixth year of
the Obama Presidency, and Chuck Norris
was by this time extremely depressed. In
fact, he had been for a very long time. The
difference now was that the depression had
really begun taking its toll so much that
Chuck walked around the house more or less
like a ghost always in the same black fleece
sweat suit outfit, mumbling things to himself,
all of them coherent, except for the highvoiced things he said to the cat.
Chuck did not believe in pharmaceuticals and
thought therapy a thing for women and
homosexuals and thus availed himself of none
of the remedies for his condition proffered by
the modern age. He had tried endless hours
of TV; endless hours of Netflix Movies;
endless hours of watching conservative
speeches at think tank conference halls on
YouTube; and bit by bit, lost interest in each.
Moreover, the time it took to lose interest
and sour on his latest time-killing hobby grew
shorter and shorter between hobbies; and, by
this time, he could hardly muster the will to
begin a new avenue of escape.
But, this day, he had resolved to at least try,
and thought that it was finally time to let go
of his youth, to not worry about his form, and
resolved to experiment and see if gorging
himself on sugary food until he became
groggy and tired and was compelled to sleep,
by force of blood loss from the head to the
stuffed stomach if that might do the trick, at
least for a while.
He worried that he would take to recreational
drugs like marijuana next, and then, with his
new cavalier attitude for all forms of gluttony,
probably move onto to hardcore street drugs
like heroin seconds later. He was confident he
could go to the ghetto and get whatever he

wanted off the street with fear neither of
those who dealt it nor anyone hanging nearby
—he was Chuck Norris; who was going to mess
with him?
He grabbed the largest box of Lucky Charms
he could find. Already holding a gallon of whole
milk, he stood where he grabbed his Lucky
Charms and said to himself fuck it  and also
grabbed a huge box of fruit loops; he then
returned to the milk section and got another
gallon of milk.
Meanwhile the cat had said to himself it’s now
or never and shot the dog. The string worked.
She heard a loud yelping cry, then a series of
whines, and ran to the couch to jump up and
look through the window and see what she’d
done. The dog was holding one bent leg, the
bottom half almost shot clean off, its paw
dangling and swinging like a yo-yo held in
wind storm blowing every way by a
daydreaming child.
The dog then braved the pain and crawled
through the little door it had carved out for
itself on the front door and went in the house.
The cat tried looking to see if there were any
witnesses but all was still and quiet. Only an
occasional faint sound from one of the wind
chimes was heard. The dog was inside. The cat
continued to check for people or other
witnesses as best as she could from where she
stood atop the highest, middle point on the
back rest of the couch, and, seeing none,
jumped out the window where the gun was
slung pointing now sideways at the front door,
and landed in a little dirt where the petals of
some long dead roses still to this day lie.
The dog, meanwhile, was in the kitchen,
painfully getting up on a kitchen table chair;
from there, he scurried next up on the
counter, which he hopped all the way along
down to the sink, at the other far end, and
there, he nudged with his nose at a set of keys
on a nail next to the wall phone and they fell.
The dog then walked himself backwards
somehow, and got off the counter and table
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and chair and everything and hopped over to
the keys leaving a dripping trail of blood from
his shot leg, and grabbed the keys in this
mouth; he turned and went to the back door
of the kitchen and nudged the door open with
his nose and went outside. He was out back.
Fortunately, the car there was parked next
to some steps the family used in the summer
for the kids to climb up into their huge,
portable lawn pool, so the dog made his way
up the steps and through the car window.
Mercifully open, he managed to get the keys
in the ignition, and start up the car and drive.
It was in reverse; he went backward.

splashing out even more of the milk.
The dog got out as best he could and Chuck
saw the bullet wound and looked at his dead
cat and pieced together instantly what had
happened.
He inched over away from the open car door
and sat on the curb in the hot Texas sun,
eating huge, steady mouthfuls of the sugary
cereal from the giant bowl, crying about his
dead cat in little whimpers that broke into
blubbers that he quickly brought to subside,
wiping the wrist of his plaid shirt sleeve over
his blood shot eyes and wiping off the steady
trickle of sugary, thick milk that came from
his steadily munching mouth.

He drove over the cat who was crossing the
driveway, pretending to just be wandering
around in case anyone was looking, as he
approached the dog’s house intending to go
on the porch and eat all the food from its dish
and drink all its water, too, once she knew the
coast was clear.

The bleeding dog sat, almost majestically,
watching passing cars with a regal, slowly
rotating head and expressionless, certain
eyes; he sat there loyally, as would any
neighbor dog with a known man in distress,
by poor Chuck Norris’s side.

Chuck Norris arrived, coming from the other
direction. He not only saw his cat get run
over, but saw also that a dog was driving in
reverse in the car that did it.

Jason Half-Pillow's writing has been in the
Bicycle Review, The Driftwood Press, Hobo
Pancakes, The Satirist, Gadfly Online, Marco Polo
Arts Mag, Crab Fat Magazine, The Iowa Review,
the eel, and Remarkable Doorways Literary
Journal. He was born in Redwood City, California.

Chuck sat in his car staring at the carnage as
the dog struggled and failed to get the car out
of reverse, succeeding only in getting it into
neutral, which made it roll out into the first
third or so of the street. It rocked back-andforth for a while until it came finally to a
precarious stop.
Chuck left the milk and cereal in the car and
went inside, then came out with a huge
mixing bowl and a giant, silver serving spoon.
He stuck his head through the car window
and opened the Lucky Charms and dumped
nearly all of the box inside the mixing bowl
and then covered it with splashing, thick
milk.
He brought himself and his bowl of cereal out
of his car window and walked over to the dog
in the car. He opened the car door with a free
hand, spilling a little of the cereal and
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My Roots, Portland

Nights we lit candles and sent them down
the Willamette in wicker baskets.
Days we skipped rocks into the mouth of the Atlantic
and bit our tongues.
Years we scraped the barnacles off our hulls
and cut our hair short with the safety clasp
stomped off.
But it was in the quick seconds
that your cold heel brushed my calf,
and God whispered a song that soothed the wind
and battered the copper roof, and broke us open
on the rocks, and left us
long enough
to light the candles.
-dylan debelis
Dylan D. Debelis, a founding editor of Pelorus Press [PelorusPress.org] is a publisher, poet,
performer, chaplain, and minister based out of New York City. A candidate for Unitarian Universalist
Ministry, Dylan embodies his faith in praxis through his pastoral care and social justice activism. In
sermons, writings, and worship, Dylan weaves grotesque worlds, loving embraces, and an off-kilter wit
to lead the audience or congregation in a very unorthodox prayer.
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Co on Bowl
by robert a.
kaufman

Robert A. Kaufman
graduated from
Brown and served as
a Fulbright Scholar in
Oslo. His writing has
been featured in
Blaire magazine,
Crack the Spine,
Extract(s), FD
magazine, and Fjords
Review. Robert is
currently a MALS
student at Dartmouth
studying poetry.

AMERIQ&A

by daniel aristi
Drew my name w bones once in high school, like a skate sticker, w femurs & metacarpi
& also skulls for the 2 Os in Roberto. Then flames all around, flamesflamesflamesflames,
and, finally, I made a medieval scroll below with the year of my birth: Since 1971 .
Young chameleon up the jungle Jim of a leftover hood from the Poles – los polacos
gentrificados, tú sabes – that we share now with Jamaicans like two mongrels would share a
bone. Wrong shade of Old Glory Blue still, and trying to grow a star-spangled pattern on my back
so badly, so nervous, fingertips are bees.
Dad stands praetorian by the slide, arms akimbo, tiki-like, el Tenochtitlán reencarnado.
'Ap!' he trumpets only. He means arriba but he says 'ap', wishing he’d sound like a Jones, or a
Gallagher even. He’s sweating deep inside like he's this big piñata conspicuously standing in the
playground, Sierra Madre clay-skinned, brittle. Silently, he’s praying to Saint Ricardo Montalbán.
'Ap!' he barks again his multipurpose incantation. You see, not only is he using the English
language for all around to hear, he’s also drilling into his gangly firstborn the Anglo-Saxon selfimprovement drive:
- Ap!
Daniel Aristi was born in Spain. He studied French Literature as an undergrad. He has lived and worked in
such places as Indonesia, Bosnia, Bolivia and Sweden. He now lives in Botswana with his wife and two children,
and two cats. Daniel's work has been recently published or is forthcoming in Berkeley Poetry Review, Puerto
del Sol, Euphony and SAND.
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BOB WILLIAMS on technology,
conformity, and humanity—re: his
recently released novel, TWO IS FOR YOU
by erica tasto

It’s a line we in the lit community have heard a handful of times, and each time it brings
a unique kind of bite: Oh, are you still writing?
Bob Williams, author of the newly released fictional satire Two is for You, fielded this question
relentlessly last year, having attended five weddings. (Read: When it comes to weddings, small
talk is more common than even all those silverware-clinking-induced smooches.)
The look is: sympathy; I use it as motivation, he says.

After transitioning from bartending to construction work last summer—it’s annoying to
be treated like writing is the only job; folks seem to completely discount the fact that full-time
jobs are also required—Bob decided to give serious writing some serious attention postgraduate school.
It ended up being the right move: Two is for You was born out of a short story originally
published in the literary journal Moronic Ox under the title Degrees of Degeneration. Upon an
email invitation from the journal’s editor (who also happens to be the owner of the independent
publisher Open Books), Bob converted his short story into a novel.
He recalls the email exchange: He’s like, ‘Your name sounds familiar. Do I know you?’
And I was like, ‘Yeah, you’ve been rejecting my stuff for three years!’ The first thing I sent him
was a chapter of a really bad novel I wrote when I was 22. And he wrote me a one-liner, ‘Bob,
this is not nearly ready for publication. Thank you.’
He laughs now at the memory (and, presumably, how awful that excerpt was). I try to
channel that stuff—it’s part of my competitive side, he says. It might be good for me when
people tell me that I suck and I can’t do something because I get more joy in proving them
wrong than satisfying myself with doing it.
In Two is for You, Bob tackles some timely topics. The plot itself follows a man who
invents the world’s first automated answering service, but who forgets, in his haste to develop
the product and in living amongst the general bustle of the world, to include the option to press
numero dos for Español.
As Bob explains, The thing was not thinking to include two for Spanish and how angry
it would make people today—they'd be outraged; that's so racist—but what if the person just
plain forgot? Folks do have a lot on their minds a lot of the time; ‘shit happens’ just isn't a
saying that flies anymore. There is no, 'not that big of a deal,' 'we didn't mean anything by it.'
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So I wondered how big of a deal I could make out of this little error, and I knew I had
something—the social relevancy of it all—everyone up-in-arms over every-little-thing.
So, just how relevant is the novel? In a hilarious yet mindful way, Two is for You takes
on modern topics like technology, labels, and conformity: all of the things that, these days,
influence and even define our humanity. I chatted with Bob (mid-workday for me, post-golfsession for him) to dissect it all. Our discussion doesn’t necessarily confront where we came
from, but it most definitely addresses the direction in which society is headed—minus any novel
spoilers, of course.
Erica: Prevalent throughout the whole book is this idea of naming one thing many
different things—something I also noticed that with your own name! You sign all
your emails  bw, and then your book says  Bobby, and when Azia asked me to
interview you, she called you  Bob. So I was like,  I’m not sure what to call him 
Bob: Call me Bob! Everyone calls me Bob.
I was thinking Mr. Williams.
Oh don’t call me Mr. Williams! You’re going to make me feel so old.
So, Bob. One of the names I really liked was George, or Jorge, or the  weasel, as he
is referred to. Then you have your protagonist, Mark Salaznek, who changes his
name to Marco Salazar. There are so many different names for the same person—it
was that way with descriptions, too. For example, fall and autumn—the only season
with two names.
The main one, too—that I’m glad you haven’t said yet—is when they’re leaving the voicemail
trying to report the bus, and each person calls and uses a different, almost derogatory term to
describe Spanish-Americans. It’s basically just about labeling—you put a label on something or
someone and that’s what it is.
And it loses its meaning over time.
People don’t think about it anymore—and they should. The point, from my end, is that I want
people to actually look at the characters and think about who they are, without me saying,
Here’s who this is. Now go along with the story.
I was thinking, too, that it’s a message to the reader. You can be who you want to
be, or invent or reinvent yourself, at whatever point you decide to make that shift.
It’s getting worse and worse, now that people are so self-centered in the world. Everything is
just a function of what’s happening to them, without thinking for a second about what other
people’s lives might be like. And that’s kind of a David Foster Wallace rip-off—you know that
Kenyon College speech he gave? You’ve got to YouTube that; it’s called This is Water. It’s
about being more mindful. And that’s something that I try to do.
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Another strong feature of the book is character development. There was a clear
balance of showing and telling, and I really liked the description of Lana—
It’s just anal backwards, Erica.
Excellent.
I don’t mean it to say necessarily anal sex—but I do want the thought in people’s heads—but
it’s more about how anal she is with her job and her life.
It kept coming up— she has above-average communication skills, she’s detailoriented, she thrives in a fast-paced environment. I thought that was so hilarious.
You know why I wrote that? So, obviously, I apply for jobs all the time—like real jobs, hardcore
editor jobs—and they’re all that. That description every time. Fast-paced results-driven
environment. Multitasker, self-starter, works well in a group. I got so sick of reading it.
I try to believe in fatalism—like I’m just supposed to write my way out of it.
There is definitely a certain structure and process to applying for jobs.
Those questions, like—I don’t know how to do them; and I know that people study for them! I
feel like if you want to find out who I am, just do it! But they come in with these weird
questions—Tell me about a time you failed and how you handled it—or they put a hard
question mark on the end of a question, and it’s like: Go! And the room is so quiet that I’m
like, What even is that question? And then I start talking really fast, and I see what their faces
are like, and I know, like, it’s over.
I always tell people I’m a writer, not a talker.
I honestly considered for about 20 minutes, being like, Erica, if you just want to email me the
questions, and I’ll write you back answers, I feel like I’ll say way more interesting things.
I was actually thinking that too, right before I called you! In the book, in reference
to the voice machine, there’s this line:  No one will ever have to actually speak to
another person over the phone again. I felt this was a comment on how technology
makes us impersonal as a whole society—even what we were just talking about now,
how we could have done this via email—technology makes it so easy to just not
interact with humans. And people are so comfortable with that.
Too comfortable. I’ve been writing about socialization for a while now. I’m kind of obsessed
with it. One thing that was tough in the book was trying to actually tell a story versus putting
out my opinions on how technology is destroying our society.
You know, I started out, years ago, writing with narrators who would just go through the story
really complaining, and I didn’t have the tact or the skill to voice my complaints in a way that
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was fun for people to still read. All my classmates would write back: This narrator is not
likeable. These characters are awful people. This is depressing. I just kind of figured it out
after that. You can’t just complain.
Right. Which seems to be a big part of everyone’s routine these days.
I read an article that said if you go on Facebook a lot and are looking at people’s lives, it’ll
depress you—because it’s like a highlight reel of their lives. No one’s going to put, I had an
interview today. It was terrible. I didn’t get the job. They’re going to put, My job is awesome.
Actually, you know what they’re really going to put? Something complaining about their job,
but what they really want you to see is how awesome their job is. Like, Our cafeteria, in our
office, doesn’t have this. I call that backdoor bragging. Like, you’re saying a negative thing,
but we can see right through it. You’re just trying to fucking not brag, but you’re doing it in a
creative way so that you really are bragging.
There’s this term,  busy bragging. And it’s a similar concept. People talk about how
busy they are, but it’s a backhanded way of saying,  Feel sorry for me because I
have all this awesome stuff going on—
—my life is so full!
Yet people actually find time in their busy schedules to go on Facebook and post
about how busy they are, to try to get pity but also praise at the same time. Like,
 Oh, she can do it all!
I don’t understand how we’re on the outside—like how is no one else seeing this?
The whole book, it felt like Marco, the protagonist, is just trying. It’s part of the
human struggle where we’re all trying to make it in some way. You have someone
who is legit just trying to make a living, and then you have lawsuits, and people
blow it up on social media, or take things out of context—and everything just
blows up. And it’s like:  I said one thing.
There’s no middle ground. It’s either the best thing in the world just happened, or the worst
thing ever, the world is going to end, right now. But while they’re in their hysteria, they don’t
think for a second that this is all going to be over soon—they don’t think, Maybe we’re just
overreacting a little bit.
A line I really liked was, in reference to Marco,  He was going to do good in the
world—to give speech to the voiceless. That was a nice way to sum up one of the
book’s underlying themes.
His intentions were so good. I wanted people to start out reading the book and be like, This guy
is an asshole. But then, as they keep reading the book, and they learn about what his life was
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like as a kid, they’re like, Well, he’s not really an asshole; he’s just had a rough time.
To recognize that there are other things at play in the world.
Like, don’t try to have a good time and feel better at someone else’s expense. It’s not cool. And
that’s how we are today, too. All these selfies and all these pictures tell us, Here’s what’s
beautiful—and then something that’s not the absolute standard is shit. It’s like that.
Speaking of—let’s talk about the word that. It’s used in a way that promotes a
stigma. People who are like that, in that house, doing that.
Like when the people walk by after they go to the fish market, and they’re all sitting on the
porch—this chapter, I called it The Last Good Day in my notes—they’re just happy. And all
they got were some oysters, but like—they had a great day. And the people walk by, and they’re
like, Ugh, I don’t know what is it with those people, just sitting out on the porch like that.
How they let their house deteriorate like that. The other person in the conversation knows she
means something ugly. It’s just another label, you know?
Like people conform or agree with or create these labels in order to be part of the
 right crowd. They don’t think critically about the situation, or their actions.
I think a lot of people go through life like that. Nobody even bothers to try to find out who they
are or what they’re about; they just see them and what they look like and then they decide
that’s who you are. I dropped out of high school for a while, so I ended up having to go to a
prep school—but the thing about it was, to use a cliché, the quarterback on the football team
was cool with the dorkiest kid in school. Everyone was buddies. It was the exact opposite of my
giant public school. It made me really happy.
Did that impact your writing?
I think this was a small influence. You can’t really figure out what’s floating around in your
head all the time.
The more you do write, you realize there’s no magic. When you talk to people and you’re like,
Oh, I just published this and that, in their heads it’s like you just sat down one day and did it.
Like six hours, you were done, and it was the finished copy, and you were ready. But that’s not
it. You had the idea, and then you started writing it a month later, and then you finished a
draft, and rewrote it, and finally you sent it in, and they hated it—so you fixed it again, and
that’s it. There’s no concept about how much work goes into it.
So what was your process like? It was a little bit different for you, since you took a
short story and turned it into a novel.
I never had converted something before, but it really helped because I knew a lot about the
characters, I kind of knew what I wanted to do at the end, and I knew the beginning and I
knew the overall point. If you ever see the short story, they’re not really that much alike, but
the character traits are all the same.
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I outlined a few chapters at a time, and then I would sit down and write four or five pages a
day. Sometimes eight, sometimes two. And then, at night, I would think about those pages, and
I would think about the next ones, and just pump out notes in a notebook, and also go on
meditative walks with my dog, and pump out notes on my phone.
My process is like: sit down and write, and take notes while I’m writing. Because if you’re
writing something—say you’re writing chapter two—and something happens, and you think it’s
going to lead to a different event—in chapter 10 or 11—you just write that down and you save it.
It’s hard to keep that long of a narrative straight your first time.
That was the most difficult part, especially when I got to be toward page 120, 30, 40. But you’re
almost living in that world by that time. Does that answer it? Is that what the process is?
I like hearing what everyone’s process is. Everyone has a different answer.
You’ve got to let it have a life, too. I have notes, and they’re organized in chapters, but I don’t
even write the words in the lines. Like they’re kind of sideways, and they’re all over the place. I
want to have a beginning and an end, and I want to know where I’m going, but what I
actually write will just be determined when I sit down and write it.
I didn’t go down by a stream with my notebook—you just go through your life and things kind
of kick in. And you write them down. That’s the thing—so you just remember them. And then it
just builds. I try not to force it too much. I used to obsess: Am I in the right tense? Is the pace
good? Is this good? You’d be making math and science at that point instead of art.
I get my best ideas when I’m driving. This is really bad, but I have this app in my
phone.
Do you voice-to-text?
I try! But it’s not, well, not as good.
So you type it.
So I type it. Because if I don’t do it, then I lose the thought!
You’re making me nervous. And I’m the guy giving the sage advice that texts and drives all the
fucking time. I don’t care. I’m a hypocrite. I do it; no one will call me!
It’s true, no one picks up the phone anymore.
One my good friends, he’ll text you, right? And it’ll be something like—so, every year, we all go
to the Beer Fest in Boston—and my buddy, he’ll text you something that requires a long answer,
like when are we meeting for Beer Fest, and where are we staying? So you’ll call him to talk
about it.
And he doesn’t answer.
But he won’t answer.
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And then he’ll text you.
And if you text him, he’ll text you back right away! It’s like, I don’t want to keep thumbjabbing. Did you like that word I made up?
I’m all about making up words.
I’m obsessed with it. I’m obsessed with thumb-jabbing, and also the glow of the averted gaze.
So when somebody’s texting, they’re looking down, and you see the top of their forehead—and
then their face is aglow. The averted gaze is a new form of seeing someone in profile—maybe
the most common profile. That’s how I see our generation.
What about the important role of technology, and social media in particular, within
our own lit community?
I wish I could say, Fuck social media, or something. So bad. But I've come to accept my
generation as the first to live a life so reliant on machines. If not totally reliant upon, then at
least a close relationship with machines—we do require them. And I think that's the point for
the lit community as well: It is important to be aware of it, make an effort—but it's not the
whole deal.
When my book came out, all I had to do was post a message and a link and pretty much every
person I (even remotely) know just had to click about three buttons to have my book delivered
to their doorstep. That is kind of cool, I'll admit it. Say there wasn't the twitter/facebook/etc.—
I'd have to call these people? Get an article in the newspaper? What, send out letters to people's
actual mailboxes? Ew, gross. I mean, getting the word out so easily is wonderful. And then
sharing related materials—also nice.
But I think you've still got to start with actual good writing. A successful book will still have to
win contests, be positively reviewed, and be just one part in a greater, longer, continuing literary
career—just as social media is just one part of our wonderful social lives that hopefully do also
flourish away from these screens.
So, what’s next for our buddy Bob? A previous book that he began and abandoned is about to
get new life: ‘What was it?’ is actually a great question. I don't really know, and I'm not sure I
ever did. It had five titles, at least, when I thought that mattered. It also had: a sexy detective, a
model/actor/hippy named Fox, Fox's friend (the narrator), a horror fiction writer, a
claustrophobic pilot, a billionaire botanist, and a millionaire's kidnapped daughter (kidnapped
by Fox). I'm bringing back the detective in my next novel, and the horror fiction writer will
return as soon as there is a place for him—he's nameless and wears only a purple bathrobe with
matching slippers; I don't think the world is prepared for this fellow.
Want more? Of course you do. Follow Bob on the twitter @chuchfire (that’s chuch, not church,
which, as Bob explains, is a greeting and exclamation word invented by the Bishop Don Magic Juan
on the Howard Stern show circa 1998 and also a long, dumb, dumb story, Erica) and visit the Open
Books website at open-bks.com to order a copy of Two is for You—with any luck, in your effort to
understand humanity, your copy will end up just as covered in ink and pink highlighter as mine.
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Always Choices
by w. jack savage
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Where the Train Tracks
Ended by w. jack savage

W. Jack Savage is a retired broadcaster and educator. He is the
author of seven books (wjacksavage.com) including Imagination: The
Art of W. Jack Savage. More than fifty of his stories and over threehundred of his drawings and paintings have been published worldwide. Jack and his wife Kathy live in Monrovia, California.
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The Builder

it is nothing more than a structure. A
representation of nothing, a jagged, empty,
pitiless, nothing.

by stephanie shoda
Sisyphus, she whispers into the pale

He continues. Sweat drips down his face.
Some parts don’t fit well together so he fits in
other pieces, hammers in nails.

silver light of early morning. Facing the back of
his neck, she repeats the word until it turns into
a senseless song, circular and inescapable.

Ring. 2 P.M. Snack time. Today, grape
juice and crackers.

His eyes flicker. When he opens them,
she is gone. Unsure of her reality, he slips back
into sleep.
***
The alarm rings. He wakes up. He
follows the schedule.

Ring. Back to work.
The monstrosity grows, and with it his
ferocity. He crashes around the apartment,
throwing the blocks of wood if he doesn’t need
them, haphazardly nailing things together.
From every angle the structure looks like
nothing except something that you wouldn’t
want to touch.

Dress, Take Care of matters in the
bathroom, Break the fast with 2 eggs and one
sausage, Drink coffee, Read the newspaper.
Every day is mostly the same.

There is a wild look in his eyes. The
malicious sculpture extends through most of the
apartment. The pieces of wood crisscross over
each other like a sort of unorganized 3D web.
He builds ceaselessly.

The apartment is modern. It contains
four white walls, one white bed, a few folding
chairs, a TV tray, tools, screws, nails, various
pieces of broken wood, and a giant axe.

Ring. 8:08 P.M. Eastern Time. He drops
the hammer, crosses the room, and picks up the
axe.

Ring. He closes the newspaper.
It is almost indistinguishable from the
dull hum of silence, but he has become attuned
to the faint clicking noise that the four cameras
make when they turn on every morning at 9:01.
The cameras are tiny and lodged in every corner
where the wall meets the ceiling. He is an artist;
angles matter.

The destruction begins.
There are some matters he needs to take
care of in the bathroom, but he ignores them.
With fury he arcs the axe above his head
and lurches forth to tear apart the structure.
The pieces of wood break apart and fall to the
ground. Unsupported beams attached to the
chopped down logs waver and collapse upon
themselves. He whacks away, swinging the axe
left and right. For several minutes an avalanche
of wood falls around him. Some of it hits him in
the face, but he does not notice. He hacks away
and away and away. Again and again. The
obliteration seems never ending.

The creation begins.
Carefully, gingerly, he begins to piece the
wood together with nails and screws. It is
unclear what he is making. At first, it appears to
be an uncomfortable chair, because the
structure includes four leg looking things, but
then he begins to add other parts: a long strip
here, several nails there, a new platform.
The edges are severe and splintering. As
he continues the structure, it becomes clear that

And then, all of the sudden, he stops. He
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can never help the pause after the destruction,
the moment of reflection. He looks around at
the rubble, like a man surprised to be suddenly
transplant to the middle of a war zone. All of the
wood is scattered on the floor. The miserable
structure completely destroyed, the remains as
harmless as they began. Slowly, he kicks the
wood into a pile in the center of the room.

Accountants in their cubicles kept the
stream open all day on one of their twenty-four
internet tabs. Japanese boys who should have
been asleep watched their laptops with
unblinking interest. Middle-aged women in the
lobby at the dentist pulled it up on their phones
to pass the time.
Bloggers blogged. Writers wrote. Good
Morning America aired a clip. SNL made a
spoof.

Ring. 9 P.M. He hears the faint pop of
the cameras. His work for the day is done.
He goes and takes care of matters in the
bathroom.

And soon, the phone was ringing.
Interview requests, book deals, and marriage
proposals rolled in. Ever aloof, the man was not
so interested.

Most nights, he goes for a run. After the
day’s work, nothing else can relax him.
***

He agreed to a deal from a sleaze named
A. Smith. A. Smith was a representative from a
major television channel. He offered the
apartment, the supplies, and the cameras. Of
course there was a bit of money too, but he
chose A. Smith because he offered him the least
amount.

Every day is mostly the same. That is the
goal. A monotonous loop, caught on camera.
He’s unsure now how many days the project
has lasted, but knows his age: 27. He started the
project when he was 23, so by now the day
count stretches into the thousands.
When he was 22 he dropped out of art
school because of the art. Art, a one-word
oxymoron.

In addition to the live-stream, a nightly
program started airing from 8 to 9 P.M. Eastern
Time, because what everyone really loved to
watch was the destruction. He understood,
because it came to be his favorite part as well.
Almost better than orgasm, it was the climax of
each day. The beautiful, visceral wonder of
absolute failure.

The project began in an earnest way. He
was saturated in debt, flipping burgers, and
drinking every night. The days slipped away
through his fingers. Exhausted, desperately
trying to hold on to a moment, he decided to
build a house out of wood in his parents’
basement. He set up his webcam to film it for a
live-stream titled How to Build a House.

The world had plenty of questions for
him, but he refused interviews of all forms. The
truth was, he had no answers.
The point was that there was no point.
He knew this better than anyone. Or maybe
they knew it too, and maybe that was why they
watched.

The problem was that he was never
satisfied, as his carpentry skills were subpar at
best. Every night he ended up destroying
whatever it was he had created. Soon, the
destruction became the real purpose. Every day
he created; every day he destroyed. Days turned
into weeks turned into months.

He was a mouse in a trap, a human
stuck inside of the box. But so were they.
He was as happy as anyone else.
***

The video stream went viral. People were
glued to perverse pleasure of annihilation.

Every day was mostly the same, until
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one day was different.

is? she asked.

Ring. He woke up. Took Care of Matters
in the Bathroom. Broke the Fast. Drank Coffee.
Read the Paper.

For a second, he teetered in indecision.
But only for a second. He was a man of
principle, but even principled people seek heat.

Ring. Click. Creation.

They wound up inside of the box, inside
of the bed. They made love tenderly and
sweetly, surrounded by jagged splintered trees.

Ring. Snack time.
Ring. More creating.

Almost like a forest, she said.

Ring. Destruction.

Exhausted, he couldn’t help but fall
asleep. In the morning, she was gone. He
appreciated this.

Ring. Click. Took Care of Matters in the
bathroom.

***

Still, the days were mostly the same.

Went on a run.

Ring. He woke up. Took Care of Matters
in the Bathroom. Broke the Fast. Drank Coffee.
Read the Paper.

His run, he knew, was a risk, but it was
the only way he could relax.
He always wore a hood and a sweat
outfit. It was dark outside, and it wasn’t as if
people expected to see him casually jogging.

Ring. Click. Creation.

But then, on this day, the different day,
she ran into him. Full force. Whether or not she
did it on purpose was debatable.

Ring. More creating.

Ring. Snack time.

Ring. Destruction.

She was running too, but not exactly for
exercise. Clearly drunk, with smudged mascara
and a ponytail holder falling out of her hair, she
didn’t even apologize. She just started to laugh.
He stopped, out of shock more than anything,
and mumbled an apology.

Ring. Click. Took Care of Matters in the
bathroom.
Went on a run. Came home.
There she would be, sitting against his
door. He always let her in.

She looked up at him, a wave of clarity
passing over her face. His heart skipped a beat.
You have beautiful eyes, she said.

wasn’t.

She touched his face.

In the morning, she was always gone.
***
The days were mostly the same, but he

Every day, the structure varied. It was
impossible for him to replicate it exactly. But
after she started showing up, the structure
started to vary a lot.

Wow, she said, You’re the Builder.

He said nothing.

One day, he built a rose. A wooden rose,

Can I see it? The house? Or whatever it
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growing up to the ceiling.

He wonders where she is at this
moment.

Another day, he built a sailboat.

Ring. Click.

Another day, a rough version of Kurt
Cobain’s face.

The creation begins. Today, he starts to
make a sort of tiny door. He connects it to a
frame. A chunky little block of wood is used for
a doorknob. All the while, he thinks about her
family. Does she have one?

A cat, a hand, a heart, a palm tree, a
giant high-heeled shoe.
Still. When the bell rang at 8:07 P.M.
Eastern Time, he destroyed with the same blind
fury, the same mad strength, the same raw
frustration.

Ring. Snack time. Cranberry juice and
string cheese.
Ring. More creating. He attaches some
other parts to the door, slowly, four small walls
are fitted together. On the sides of walls he
smashes little holes: windows. Where does she
live?

Viewers liked this new addition to the
show. Ratings, which had started to fall, started
to rise significantly. A. Smith made a call, Keep
it up, brother.
cross.

Then, he starts on the roof, hammering
together thin, jagged pieces like shingles. Does
she eat with her mouth open?

A dog, a teardrop, a pipe, a weed leaf, a
Destroyed.

He adds a tiny chimney, and then starts
on the fine details. Does she like Marlon
Brando? He sands a few parts down, adds
window panes.

A lightbulb, a can of Coca-Cola, a breast,
a pencil, a candle.
Destroyed.

The day flies by, slipping through his
fingers.

From the same pieces of wood, a myriad
of structures. Endless possibilities.

Ring. 8:07 P.M. Eastern Time.

Destroyed.

He walks across the room and grabs the
axe. He looks at the tiny house, and feels her
breathe on the back of his neck.

Each night, a visit from the girl.
Sometimes they just slept, and he would almost
wake up to her whispering songs against his
neck.
***
One day, the same as all the rest, he
wakes up. Like always, she is gone.

He raises the axe above his head, and
suddenly, without thinking, turns and hurls it at
the camera.
Then the other one.

He finds himself not appreciating this.

Then the third.

Ring. He gets out of bed. Takes Care of
Matters in the Bathroom. Breaks the Fast.
Drinks Coffee. Reads the Paper.

Then the fourth.
And then, with relish, he smashes the
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alarm.

Maps

He pauses and looks at the tiny,
shattered, indiscreet cameras, now hanging
haphazardly from the ceiling.

I should have anecdotes, antidotes,
Sherpa’s stones,
horn talismans you can string around
your wrist
guaranteed to pull you up on the
right elevator,
maps of mar-proof Housing Project
halls
where no messages can ever be
scrawled
so you won’t get lost and have no
choice
but to point at flag decals on
apartment doors
convinced each opens to a foreign
country.
If you can’t climb the high and snowblind past,
a pass yaks and yeti use to enter
Spanish Harlem,
it’s my fault—my fault if you never
get to be
the traveler beset by the newest
avalanche,
dropping fingers, losing toes, picking
a way
on the edge of the incredibly abrupt
crevasse—
my fault if you arrive intact, if you
never reach
the moon-marked snow at the end of
the hall
or get to know how drifts are banked
—wind off
the crust kissing you, coldly rattling
your locks.
-ken fifer

Unperturbed, he lets the reality of what
he has done sink in. The phone starts to ring—A.
Smith. He unplugs the phone.
He goes on a run.
When he comes back, she is sitting
against the door.
Well then, she says. He lets her in.

That night, after they fall asleep, she
does not sing.
***
Nothing rings.
In the morning, when he wakes up, it is
afternoon.
She is gone.
His heart.
Destroyed.
He jumps out of bed in alarm, but there
she is, sitting in the tiny wooden house, drinking
his coffee and reading the newspaper. He laughs
and sits down on one of the folding chairs. She
pours him a cup of coffee.
So, she says, What do you want to do

today?

He shrugs. It’s been a while.

Ken Fifer‘s poetry collections include
Architectural Conditions (2012, with architect
Stephanie Shoda is a recent graduate of Indiana Larry Mitnick), After Fire, Water Presents, The
Moss That Rides on the Back of the Rock, and
University who is currently teaching English as a
Falling Man. His poems have appeared in Barrow
foreign language in Italy. She has two majestic
Chihuahuas and a penchant for drinking margaritas. Street, New Letters, Ploughshares, and The
Literary Review. He is a Professor of English at PSU
Berks.
Why don’t we go to the movies?
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Swara (The Cosmic
Tunes)

by priyadarshini komala
Priyadarshini Komala, an
emerging artist, primarily makes
paintings and mixed media
artworks. Captivating, riveting,
her work portrays the beauty of
India’s rich heritage and
challenges faced by Indian
women. Having a degree in
Computer Science, her other
works depict how art and science
intersect. Ms.Komala’s constant
experimentation on canvas
radiates fresh and thought
provoking perspectives.

The Nurse

by alice baldys
Mary Honery had graduated from a local community college with a nursing
L.P.N degree. She had given up a life in a rural religious area and her head covering to
complete her practice hoping one day she would become a midwife or perhaps a wife. Her
bedside manner was about as friendly as the people that hand you fries out the
McDonald’s window, she typed into computer files, asked every patient who came in their
name and date of birth ten times and then had them repeat it to her superior. Occasionally
Mary Honery had bad days, what I mean was, days when she did not smile the way you
like a person to when they hand you your Big Mac, she just handed people pills in pretty
plastic orange bottles and said, It will be fine, touching their arm once, looking into their
eyes, You will feel better, do you want applesauce or Jell-O and where can we send the
bill it will be about $3,000 in fees for a three day stay. Looks like you should have taken a
vacation instead of coming in, so glad you’re feeling better, we’ll wheel you out of here in
five hours if you’re lucky. On the way out she would rub their feet and ask another nurse
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to walk them around the halls so they did not get too stiff. It worked like clockwork, Mary
would enter a room, type in the case history, mistakenly hook up the wrong apparatus and
then call the floor nurse to fix it. She would then sit outside the hospital room at a
computer occasionally gossiping. Because she was lower level staff Mary got not only a pay
cut by comparison to her peers, but all the shifts that no one else wanted to work. When
the higher-ups heard her cursing as a bedpan went flying to the floor or a patient shit
themselves or she had to clean up a spill on aisle five they would shake their heads. Mary’s
skin began to bubble and ooze after handling one too many patients without gloves she
was shocked to realize she had contracted Mersa. Her superiors would shake their heads
and say, You didn’t wash your hands enough, you must always washed your hands after
seeing a patient, and remember to wear your hazmat suit into every room. They would
then offer her a sharp reprimand as well as optional time off as pity points—there was a
pecking order and Mary had learned to respect it.
After working back-to-back shifts for three years, Mary met a male paramedic tech
who had, throughout his training, been desperately searching online dating sites for the
woman of his dreams; when he found her, he would be sure to send her a picture of
himself preferably via snapchat or any application that allowed sext messages to rapidly
disappear. He met Mary in person, however, and though it was not exactly love at first
sight, they made a ‘necessary’ connection that would leave Mary on leave for the next nine
months. Still, he loved her and he promised he would stick around; it was just important
that they remain unattached: Relationships were complicated.
Mary’s pitiful paycheck and night shift hours were hardly what she had hoped to
attain when pressed her way through nursing school. Like a lamb to the slaughter, Mary
delivered in the heat of a mid-June day sweat pouring off her face in the cool sticky heat of
the operating room while the doctor hooked her up to IVs and fed drugs through the line,
It’s just like a cocktail, the anesthetist insisted. You don’t even have to exert yourself;
allow the drug to just do the work for you.
As Mary felt the child slide from her womb, she felt exhaustion overwhelm her as a
region of her brain shocked and turned to mush, her hair suddenly grayed and calcium
leaked from her very bones. She felt woozy, she felt the sensation of falling, of rapid blood
loss, but the brain chemicals and painkillers that hit her in the aftermath temporarily
numbed her to the sheer exertion and the new pounds of fat rolling about her sides. The
doctors handed her the tiny screaming animal with a smile: It’s yours now, take good
care of it. In her pain she searched for the paramedic tech, she had not told him, he was
not there, and yet she had hoped he might be at least to hold the little crying thing in his
arms for a moment. He was instead picking up a grandmother off the floor of her old age
home apartment in the center city and assessing for broken bones. Mary took the child in
her Mersa infected arms and thanked the doctor, wishing perhaps it had been his child and
not that of the paramedic tech.
Alice Baldys is currently a graduate student and freelance writer. She has studied with Pulitzer Prize
winning Poet Claudia Emerson at the University of Mary Washington and contributed as an assistant
editor at The Rappahannock Review. Places of publication include StepAway Magazine and Damfino
Press.
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Two Poems by yvette a. schnoeker-shorb
THE COMPOSITION

Electrochemical beginnings
or dust and rib?
Give me a break. To play my role,
I need more than two choices
from which to think I know
my source.

A NOTE ABOUT EDEN

You cannot harvest hybrid fruit
without first planting it.
Adam and Eve could not
understand simple cause and effect.
They were, after all, gatherers,
maybe hunters or scavengers.
Thus, the plucked item
was not their downfall; rather
it was being nomadic primates
trying to live the agrarian lifestyle.
Nonetheless, Eden was built
to project God’s greatest
vision of paradise. We have it
all now—apples, artichokes,
arugula, agriculture, all
the amenities of civilization,
industrialized nations,
and war. Still, sometimes
when we reap the bounty
of our gardens, we delicately
cultivate an ancestral relict
of the wild soul.

Water or earth origins only—
why are air and fire side shows
to these western elemental dramas?
How hard to perform being human well
when my philosophical makeup
keeps decomposing!

Yvette A. Schnoeker-Shorb’s poetry has appeared in Blue Heron Review, Twisted Vine Literary Arts
Journal, Bird’s Thumb, Aji Magazine, Sliver of Stone Magazine, Spectrum, Dark Matter: A Journal of
Speculative Writing, and other journals and online forums, with poetry forthcoming in the anthology
Talking Back and Looking Forward: Poetry and Prose for Social Justice in Education (Rowman &
Littlefield Publishing Group, Fall 2015), Red River Review, Caesura, and others. A past Pushcart Prize
nominee, she holds an interdisciplinary MA from Prescott College and is co-founder of Native West
Press, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit natural history press.
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One Year-One Lie-Forever More in
Generoso, MX

You might sound a little bitter right
now, but you're not. You don't resent your
father for never wanting to come back. You
don't resent him for his lies, or your mother
for going along with them. Because . . .
because, in a way, it was the greatest time of
your life. Even now, grown as you are, with
children of your own, it is still a big part of
who you are. Maybe you even find yourself
wishing you could give them the same
experience. Not the deceit or enabling, but
the life experience of a world beyond their
coddled American existence.

by riya anne polcastro

It was a lie and your mother knew it
but she didn't stop him. She tried to take
herself out of the equation with a bottle of
tequila instead, but her liver was too strong
for the poison.
It was only for a year. That's what he
said as he scouted retired ice cream trucks
and delivery vans. It was only for a year, but
none of those would do- they simply were not
large enough, or fit enough, to make the long
haul. "It's only for a year," he said, when he
pulled up in an old yellow school bus. He
promised, over and over, while pulling out
row after row of green vinyl bench seats.
"You won't even have time to miss your
friends."

Maybe you've done everything you
can not to spoil them, to explain what most of
the world is like, but you know that is nothing
like seeing it with their own two eyes.
Smelling it. Touching it. Living it. They don't
know what it's like to shit in an outhouse.
A real one- not some pansy ass Honey
Bucket- but a hole dug in the ground, already
half full with human waste, and stinking so
bad that they have to hold their breath in the
hundred and ten degree weather. Your
daughter, she's not much bigger than you
were the first time your parents took you to
the colonias- the first time you teetered on
the edge of that seat made of plywood, scared
to death of falling in, your mother holding you
by your pits. Your son, he's already five years
older than you were the last time you sat so
confidently, your butt finally big enough to
cover most of the hole and assuage your fear
of drowning in a soup of pee and poop. But
the way he is already so entrenched in this
artificial lifestyle you know he'd hold it to the
point of infection, or at least get bitten by a
rattlesnake while pissing in the tumbleweeds,
before he'd open that wooden door with the
moon cut out.

A year is a long time when you're six.
A year might as well be a decade.
But you don't sell most of what you
own at weekly garage sales if you'll only be
gone for a year. You don't watch your mother
sort through decades of personal belongings,
stowing years of keepsakes and mementos
inside a yellow school bus. You don't hear her
talking about how she packed the handmade
velvet dress she's saving for your future
daughter onto that same bus. Not if you're
coming back. Not if it will only be a year.
For a year, you rent a storage unit.
For a year, you get a neighbor to watch your
house- you don't sell it. But the realtor came
and staked her claim with a brand new sign in
the front yard right next to your favorite
climbing tree anyway. For a year, you pack
up the family station wagon and lease a
furnished apartment- you don't drive a giant
yellow bus with the word "school" blacked
out, stuffed with couches and tables, a washer
and dryer, what's left of your earthly
possessions, across the Mexican border.

Your kids, neither of them have ever
seen a man dying slow at home, his family
doing their best to keep him comfortable
despite his broken bones and his body slowly
turning septic. They've never watched hands
laid and miracles prayed for, a thin veil over
the ulterior motives of a white American lead
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for a year? Just one year. Or maybe two. But
you know better. You know that given the
choice, you would might not come back either.

Evangelical movement proselytizing its way
through this Catholic nation by way of
womanizing missionaries. They've never
seen the settlements built in desperate
poverty- the colonias hidden in the
mountains¯ hundreds of one room shacks
made of spare plywood and cardboard, many
home to three, sometimes four generations.

Riya Anne Polcastro wrote her first book when
she was five years old. It was only twenty some
words long, typed up by her kindergarten teacher,
and bound with construction paper and yarn , but it
was the beginning of a dream that would later eat at
the grown up her until she quit her boring office job
to write more books. Currently she is the author of
Jane., Suicide in Tiny Increments, The Left Behind
Trilogy, and The Last Magdalene.

But neither have they seen what it is
like to truly give it away.
Your kids, they've never stared
generosity in its beaming, sun worn face.
They've never been given the shirt off of a
stranger's back. They've never been the
guest of honor sitting on a floor made of
packed dirt and bottle caps, a bowl of fresh,
homemade menudo in their lap. They
couldn't even fathom what a feat this caldo is,
accomplished without running water or
electricity, let alone a refrigerator. Maybe,
even as an adult, you have a hard time
understanding why a mother of six would use
her one day off travelling to the city, hauling
back fresh ingredients packed in ice, only to
wash those ingredients with water she had to
carry from the communal pila and cook over
a camp stove, all just to feed you and your
family a hot meal. Your family that lived in a
comfortable three bedroom cement house on
a paved road with indoor plumbing and a
personal pila as a backup for when the city
supply ran dry.

Glancing Backward

The just-happened riffles away from me.
Dwindling into distant truths and shrunken lies.
Unrecorded, most-valued moments
Roiling with the inconsequential into
Dirty, brown froth.
The who I was drowned in misremembering
Leaving only debris on the surface.
-ed ahern

You could call it culture shock- when
those in the most need are the first to give.
But you'd have to admit that it is only now
that the shock is settling in. Settling in
between you and your offspring. Of course,
it's not their fault. Your son, your daughter,
they're also products of the society they've
been brought up in; one where all of the
forces around them are destined to be
stronger than the lessons of your childhood.
What they need, you know, are lessons of
their own. So you take out a map and start to
ponder. Where could you take them, where
could they see what life is really about- just

Ed Ahern resumed writing after forty odd years in
foreign intelligence and international sales. He has his
original wife, but advises that after forty seven years
they are both out of warranty. Ed has had over sixty
stories and poems published thus far, as well as his
collected fairy and folk tales, and a novella, The Witches'
Bane. His web site is www.swampgasworks.com
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Tethered

by kay holten

When I was a kid, my brother Trevor convinced me that Mount St. Helens
would blow any moment. We stood beside the rope swing that our oldest
brother, Luke, had tied into the tree as a three-year old, with Dad’s help, of
course. Trevor laughed at my panicked eyes, grew bored, and left me alone. I stayed outside for
hours, watching the rope sway to imagined earth tremors.
Luke moved far away straight after university, but his mark remained in the tree. Bark
encased the rope, a circular bulge like a ring stuck on a finger. He put faith in the rope’s
permanence alongside his faith in the mountain’s dormancy.

The hearse carried Mom past my childhood home. Her death had been sudden, the
opposite of Dad’s drawn-out march to the reaper. In February, she was diagnosed with some kind
of heart disease—even though the doctors had said it a thousand times, my brothers and I were
never able to remember its name. She was gone before we could start planning Easter dinner.
Alone after the funeral, I drove my car to Mom’s house—but, according to the will, it was
now one-third my house—and crawled into the tree fort, laying on my back. If I peeked through
the cracks in the trees, I could see Mount St. Helens. Anxiety sparked in my chest. It was too tall.
I remembered being in this exact spot as a child and barely being able to see it above Linda’s
rooftop. Linda and Mom had been close, constantly pestering their oldest children to give them
grandbabies. Linda had sat with her two children and one grandchild in the pew behind us.
My partner and I had stopped discussing pregnancy options on Valentine’s Day.
Tears grew in my eyes, stung from being held for too long, and fell into my ears. The
wetness in my ears irritated me, so I rolled into fetal position to keep the tears out. There, I felt
the earth shift under the planks. A tree house board bounced unusually hard, knocking me to the
ground in an unharmed heap.
When my breathing calmed, I stood and shoved Luke’s rope out of my way in order to look
east. The mountain seemed even larger than it had been before, though the firs were still taller
by perspective. I let Luke’s rope dangle back into place.
The rope swung back and forth, finding its equilibrium. It had hung there for nearly two
decades, longer than either of my parents had been able to hang on through disease. How could a
rope stand up to wind, rain, and insects with no help when my parents couldn’t stand up to their
respective diseases even with modern medicine?
Enraged, I stomped behind the house to the woodshed, the only room never tidied after
my dad’s passing. I dug through pieces of wood, various hand tools, shovels, and more than a few
old metal coffee cans full of nails. Under the rattle of moving objects, I heard a car hum nearby.
My eyes fell on the saw, stuck under the dysfunctional lawn mower we’d have to decide what to
do with.
I returned to the tree. Luke’s car leaked oil onto the driveway, but he must have gone
inside. I began to saw, inconvenienced by the short genes my mother had given me. The saw dug
in and out and in and out. I was halfway finished when Luke and Trevor came outside.
What do you think you’re doing?  he screamed.
She was supposed to see her grandkids play on this rope!
They still could if you don’t ruin it! Luke ran to me and grabbed my arm, pulling, but I
reared my elbow back into his nose. He fell. Blood dripped down his face. Taking advantage of his
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stunned immobility, I quickened my saw strokes. I was three-fourths through, then just a few
fibers
Ashley! Trevor ran at me.
You can’t stop me!
The rope was cut. Trevor snatched my elbow and I pulled away, waiting for his fist to fly at
me, but instead he faced me toward Linda’s house. The mountain, which now towered almost
overhead, spewed a thick cloud of dust. I scampered to my parents’ house, waiting just inside the
open door for my brothers. Ash fell into my hair and onto my shoulders like dandruff. A terrible
roar like a thousand helicopters rocked the sky. I’d just started to hack on a cloud of ash when
Trevor dragged Luke inside and slammed the door behind them.
We stood in the foyer forever, or maybe just five minutes, coughing debris and detritus.
Once my eyes cleared, I went to the kitchen without focusing on pictures of Mom and Dad.
I returned with three glasses of water. Looks like we’re trapped, I said.
Luke grabbed the water from me and chugged. Trevor sipped. I didn’t drink, not yet.
What’d you do that for?  Luke yelled.
I turned away from him, to the pictures. I turned all the frames face down. I didn’t want
Mom or Dad to look at me. Behind me, my brothers stared me down.
I don’t know, I answered. I walked into the living room and lay, face down, on the couch.
In the other room, my brothers continued to talk.
I can’t believe she did that, Luke said.
Trevor spoke with a lower voice. It’s a rough day for all of us.
That was my thing with Dad! She ruined it!
It wasn’t right, Trevor agreed, but you can’t unwring a bell.
Silence followed Dad’s words.
I’m sorry, I said into the couch cushion. Luke didn’t respond.
You can grab the rope later, Trevor said. We probably would have had to take it down
when we sell the house anyway.
I sat up. We’re not selling the house.
Luke glommed onto a different part of Trevor’s sentence. The rope is still out there, he
mused. Before Trevor or I could do more than pivot, he was running to the door. The room filled
with flecks of ash, which swirled into my eyes and nose and ears and mouth. I turned away and
felt tears stick gray silt to my face.
I heard, but didn’t see, the door slam. When my eyes cleared, I looked up to see just
Trevor in front of me.
We went to the window and stared together at the solid gray fog. The helicopter noise still
thundered through the roof.
Remember that time you told me the mountain would blow again? I asked Trevor.
No, he said.
It freaked me out for life.
Trevor stared ahead.
It was there, standing by the window that we felt what was actually happening. The earth
shook again, harder this time, enough to throw Trevor and me on our sides. Mom’s mass of bear
figurines fell off shelves and crashed around us—brown bear, brown bear, grizzly bear, and black
bear. Closer than I’d like, lamps and a bookshelf swayed against the tremor.
WHAT WAS THAT?  Trevor screamed.
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GET UNDER THE COFFEE TABLE!
We crawled like green army men.
The noise boomed, louder maybe. Trevor grabbed my sleeve. WANT TO HEAR
SOMETHING CRAZY?
TELL ME.
His spit flew at my face. FOR A SECOND, I THOUGHT WE SHOULD CALL HOSPICE
TO MAKE SURE THEY’RE DOING OKAY WITH THE EARTHQUAKES AND THE ERUPTION.
SEE IF MOM WAS DOING OKAY.
SHE’S DOING BETTER THAN WE ARE!
We divulged into laughter that was also sobs. Trevor’s hand still held my ash-covered
black sweater, and I held onto his other hand. We fell into each other, fell into the ground, and fell
out of ourselves.
The earth convulsed again. We cowered, our chests heaving out ash and fear and loss.
I leaned into Trevor’s ear so I wouldn’t have to yell. Do you think Luke’s gone?
He stared ahead out the front window.
Does that mean yes? 
He nodded.
Another quake made us head-butt each other. In another room, I heard a loud,
reverberating crash. A light fixture detached from the ceiling and smashed into Mom’s piano. On
the floor within arm’s reach, one of Mom’s grizzly bear figurines rested in a gray ash grave. I held
it to my lips. Ash sloughed off its ceramic fur and became my chap stick. Out the living room
window, I could see a dark shape getting closer.
The racket grew so loud I wanted to cover my ears, but I worried that if I let go of either
Trevor or the bear, I would fall away. The walls shook. The glass on the window shattered. Ash
hung in the air of the room. Trevor and I couldn’t find clean air. The sheetrock on the front wall
cracked at the pressure of an impending stone bulge. All around, loud tumbling noises echoed
through my parents’ house—no, one-third my house. One last crash erupted from just in front of
me, and finally, the ash began to settle, covering every surface in several centimeters of powder.
Eventually, my throat cleared and I opened my eyes to see Trevor breathe and smile.
Behind the falling ash, I saw a figure in the window. Luke. His face was smudged gray. His
hair ejected ash each time he gasped a breath. He lifted his foot onto a rock, a rock so large it filled
the entire front window. No, not a rock. Mount St. Helens. The mountain had come to my house.
Luke stepped inside grinning. He raised his right hand; in it was the rope.
We’ll all be okay, he said.
Kay Holten writes fiction and creative nonfiction from her extremely messy desk in her moderately messy
room in western Washington. She has previously been published in The Planet magazine and Scissors &
Spackle. Kay is far too concerned with keeping up an Internet presence on her book review blog and YouTube
channel, which you can witness through her Twitter (@watchkaywrite).
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Fish Phårm

by dave petraglia
Lake Gåddernosk, Sweden
August 4
Dearest Patrice,
There is nothing about being a Perch that I regret. It’s wonderful at times. Some of the
time. I am now just one of the many fish on drugs here.
Many of us have taken new, expressive names, or sport human fashions. This just
another variant of the odd behaviors as the human pharmacological bonanza now seeping
into our basin induces quaintly human side-effects. Along with our versions of speech,
emotion, and thought. Now we know what tears are. What it means to keep a promise. Or
break one. What are the vanities that dissuade regret, or incite temerity? Not to mention
side-effects like ravenous appetites and bouts of belligerence.
Other faces are now suddenly expressive, their manners exciting. The Bream’s eyes are
inquiring, demanding globes. The Bullhead’s perpetual frown draws now into a comical
smirk. The Eelpout are more affable and the Grayling flash a bolder iridescence darting in
and among the weeds, incited by the humans’ lures.
Ironic this should have been first discovered in here, in one of the world’s happiest
countries. And that the drug found in highest concentration in my comrades and I should
be Oxazepam®, commonly used to treat anxiety disorders. In people.
The effect? You know we Perch are a generally shy lot. On tranqu’s like Serax®, we get
bold, leave the school, and hunt alone. Little bothers me now. I sing:
Fun fish,
Freak fish,
Head fish,
Blue fish.
We had some human activists with nets and hip boots and scuba gear try an intervention.
Their hearts were in the right place, but nåd! mercy! As somehow it’s our fault! We're
not substance abusers, we're substance suffusers. It’s just flushing through us as we
swim our merry way.
I’m one of several test subjects. Allowed, sometimes I swim towards it. I know a spot in
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the lake where waste from the hospital’s Klinik is discharged. Sometimes, if
no one else is around, I will dwell there. None of these my prouder
moments.
I wish I could leave this lake and 'Go Salt'. The oceans have almost all the
earth’s water, and it will take a long time to drug all of that. But it’s not in
my genes. Some of us can live in salt or fresh, but not a Perch of my lineage.
Besides, I don’t really have the classic signs, I’m not in denial, I’m not
preoccupied with it, and I don’t have a family history. So I’m okeydokey,
yes?
We fish are known for a lot of things, and tree-hugging is not one of them.
But we’re eating more now, we have great new appetites. We wonder what
that’s going to do to our world, Patrice, if we continue to eat so much as we now do.
There are some things that are humans’ fault more than others. It’s one thing to have their
lawn chemicals leach into the waterways and blow up algae blooms that steal the oxygen from
the water and lay waste to hundreds of my own. That’s a vanity alien to us.
This other thing, though, is so much less willful. This isn’t about the ecological arrogance of
nurturing the monoculture of the perfect, manicured lawn. What we’re talking about is
medicine. Man’s medicines, true. But who are we to begrudge other creatures their balms?
That is, till it showers down upon us, without prescription.
They cannot continue to think of their toilets as wastebaskets for unused or outdated drugs. We
know that in many countries, the medical and environmental authorities actually promote the
idea. And guess where that all ends up? Yet little is it known that most chemists, or drugstores,
will take back the unused portions of prescriptions as a service. Would that not be preferred?
But don’t mistake our consideration of their sloth for our lack of will. As Heisenberg famously
postulated, the act of observation changes that which is being observed. So let us observe
humans change from a new ‘uncertainty’ in this, our new
negotiation: We will take ourselves off the table. Literally. We will
vote with our fins. Yes, the drugs do induce a kind of bravura, and a
new consciousness that has revealed certain facts for what they are.
That old habitual, periodic surrender to the morsels humans dangle
over our heads, or the nets they hang in our path, is a bloody chore.
Dying at the hands of a Pike is one thing: we go whole, fighting. The
Pike is swift and merciful. And we’re intact. But no more of this ‘fishing’: the long hour
suffocating in a bucket of warm water with our kind, tails over heads, our last conscious
moments a gutting and beheading, our corpses consigned to a laving in mjölk, a scalding to a
crisp then an offering up on a plate to man. We’re less afraid of dying now, but shall have no
more of their frying!
As long as the water was safe, they had us to eat. That ‘contract implied’ is no more. Until
they clean up their act, the ‘fish-fry’ is förbjudet.
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We will not be available for the hooking or netting. Which will serve to provoke new
uncertainties for their species, and their dinner plates, new mental stresses. And even
more drugs.
Hold that thought.
And the tartar sauce.
Yours,
Heisenberg
Dave Petraglia's work has appeared in Agave, Apeiron Review, Arcadia Magazine, Cactus Heart,
Chicago Literati, Crack the Spine, Dark Matter, eFiction India, Far Enough East, Gambling the Aisle,
Gravel, Jersey Devil Press, Loco, Marathon Literary Review and others. He's a writer and
photographer and lives in Florida. His blog is at www.drowningbook.com

Moonlight & Chocolate Cake

What would our grandparents have thought –

the two of us waking at three in the morning
to finish off the chocolate cake?
You in your blue robe, your hair a tangle of hazelnut;
and me in my boxers and chin bristling gray.
We tip-toe through the apartment as if we were children.
God bless this kitchen, this salt and pepper shaker,
this counter-top with moon light
spilling like milk.
-Jason Irwin
Jason Irwin is the author of Watering the Dead (Pavement Saw Press, 2008), the chapbooks
Where You Are (Night Ballet Press, 2014), & Some Days It's A Love Story (Slipstream Press, 2005).
He has also had work published in Poetry East, Sycamore Review, Confrontation, and Poetry
Ireland Review, among others. He grew up in Dunkirk, NY, and now lives in Pittsburgh.
www.jasonirwin.blogspot.com
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A Pair of Shoes
by lisa de luca

Alice
Years later, when people spoke of it, they
would say it was God’s will or bad karma or
an unfortunate twist of fate, but the truth of
the matter is that it was simply a case of
being in the wrong place at the wrong time. If
she’d chosen a different line at the
supermarket, if the child’s mother had been
wearing more sensible shoes; the lifetime
that followed would have unfolded in a
completely different pattern.

"Comments like: “Grandma, your hair
is a mess. You should get a comb,” and
“That lady is so fat!” quickly lost their
charm. By Samuel’s third week of
kindergarten, his mother had endured
several conversations with his teacher
about his lack of manners. No matter
how hard she tried, however, she
couldn’t convince him to keep his
thoughts to himself."
Before the accident, he’d always said exactly
what was on his mind. At first, adults thought
it was cute. Everyone had laughed the time
the waitress at that diner around the corner
handed him a children’s menu and he said,
“Well that lady’s not too bright. Doesn’t she
know three-year-olds can’t read?” But the
older he got, the less people enjoyed it.

Sometimes it really did seem like a lifetime,
and others it was impossible to believe more
than 20 years had passed since that fraction
of a second that continued to cast its shadow
over every moment of her existence. How old
would the boy be today? Probably getting
close to 30. Not a boy at all. For all she knew
he could have a child of his own by now.
She found it impossible to imagine him as an
adult. Even after all these years she still
pictured him as he had looked that day. A
boy of five or six wearing a shiny green
raincoat with one of those charming hoods
that looked like a frog’s head. Even the colour
of his coat had a role to play in the events of
that day. If it had been bright yellow instead
of dark green, she might have spotted him
sooner and had more time to stop when he
and his mother had suddenly frozen in her
path.

Comments like: “Grandma, your hair is a
mess. You should get a comb,” and “That
lady is so fat!” quickly lost their charm.
By Samuel’s third week of kindergarten, his
mother had endured several conversations
with his teacher about his lack of manners.
No matter how hard she tried, however, she
couldn’t convince him to keep his thoughts to
himself. “But mommy,” he would say, “why
am I in trouble because Mrs. LaMotte has
hair coming out of her nose and Jimmy’s
breath stinks? They really do; I’m not lying!”
In fact, those were the last words Samuel
ever spoke to his mother, the words that
caused her to stop right there in the middle of
the parking lot, sigh, and close her eyes in
exasperation. Right when the car was
rounding the corner.

Samuel
The problem with his childhood wasn’t that
he spoke too much or too little but that he
spoke the truth. Honesty wasn’t always the
best policy. Unfortunately, Samuel learned
that the hard way. But once he learned the
lesson it stuck. There was a time after the
accident, a few months at least, when he
didn’t speak at all. Even now, as an adult, he
chose his words very carefully. Because he
knew the weight they carried, the power they
wielded. Especially when you used them to
tell a truth people didn’t want to hear.

Alice
Alice didn’t know what it was that got her
thinking about the accident in such detail
today. It was never far from her mind. She
couldn’t see a boy holding hands with his
mother or hear the rain pelting a windshield
without being transported back to that
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parking lot. But today was different. Today it
was the only thing she could think about. She
kept drifting off in the middle of
conversations, reading the same paragraph
over and over without taking it in, staring out
the window but seeing nothing. At least
nothing that was actually there. The sitting
room overlooked the small therapy garden
that had been planted a few years ago, but
instead of patients pruning rosebushes and
weeding flower beds under the watchful eye
of the nursing home’s recreation coordinator,
what she saw was a boy looking down at his
mother’s lifeless body, his tears mixing with
the raindrops that dripped from the hood of
his raincoat onto his freckled face, the toes of
his red rubber boots matching the soles of his
mother’s designer shoes.

had taken her forever to put Alice’s order
through. If she’d had half a brain in her head,
Alice would already have been out of the
parking lot and on her way home by the time
the woman in the fancy shoes got there with
her little boy.
The shoes! Of course. That was it. She had
overheard one of the nurses on her floor
talking to a colleague about the Christian
Louboutins she bought to wear to her
wedding.
Samuel
The wedding was in three days. Maybe that
was why he had been thinking about the
accident so much lately. It had been more
than 20 years ago and he was so young when
it happened he really didn’t remember much,
but it made sense that he’d be thinking of his
mother at a time like this. And it was
impossible to think about his mother without
thinking about that morning in the parking
lot.

When she looked back on it, it was those
shoes that made her feel the worst about
herself. She had just killed a little boy’s
mother and the detail she chose to focus on
was a pair of fashionable shoes? She sat there
in her car with the motor running, staring at
those red soles until she heard the sirens in
the distance. Someone must have called an
ambulance.

She’d been so frustrated with him in the
moments before the accident. The last
conversation she ever had, the last emotion
she felt, the last action she took, all centered
on her utter and complete exasperation with
him. He knew it was his fault. It was the
whole reason they were out that morning in
the first place. His mother had taken him out
for breakfast to have a talk with him about
his problems at school but it hadn’t done any
good. In fact, her attempts to reason with
him were so unsuccessful she had decided not
to take him to the store to pick out a new
game as originally planned but to head home
immediately and send him to his room to
“think about his choices.”

She should have made the call herself, should
have jumped out of the car immediately and
tried to revive the woman, should have
offered the shelter of her warm, dry car to
the shivering boy. But instead she had fixated
on a pair of shoes, wondering what kind of
woman wore such footwear to run errands on
a Saturday morning. If she had been wearing
flats, she might have been able to jump out of
the way when she heard the squeal of Alice’s
brakes, might not have slipped on the slick
pavement and lost her footing just as Alice
swerved to avoid hitting the child.

That is why they were cutting through the
parking lot at that precise moment instead of
heading into the Shopping Centre adjacent to
the restaurant. Even if he’d let it go on the
way back to the car, things still would have
turned out differently. But he had been such
a stubborn little boy he had refused to give
in, causing his mother to stop and close her

That was the start of Alice’s blaming. It was
the mother and her ridiculous shoes. Or the
dimwitted cashier who had needed to look up
the code for every single vegetable in Alice’s
order. Her name tag said she’d been an
employee for two years for God’s sake.
Shouldn’t she have had them memorized? It
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eyes at exactly the wrong moment.

with my wedding dress? I finally found a pair
I can afford on E-Bay. And they’re the real
deal too. No way am I walking down the aisle
in knock offs. What kind of statement would
that be making about our commitment?”

His memories of that morning are most vivid
in his dreams. He had one just last night. It
had seemed so real he could actually feel the
rain on his face. Could see the worry lines on
his mother’s forehead as she closed her eyes
and opened her mouth to speak. After that, it
was a blur even in his dreams. He knows his
mother never got a chance to say whatever it
was that had seemed so important it had
stopped her in her tracks. He knows the
exact chain of events that silenced his mother
forever because he has read the newspaper
reports so many times he no longer needs to
look at the curling, yellowed pages to see the
words. He even knows that witnesses said it
was not the driver’s fault that visibility was
poor and his mother had stopped in the path
of the oncoming vehicle that medical experts
confirmed the car was going so slowly most
people would have suffered only a minor
concussion but his mother’s blood thinners
caused her to hemorrhage. But he has no
memory of the actual collision. Not even in
his subconscious.
What he does remember in minute detail is
looking at the rain collecting on his mother’s
impossibly high-heeled shoes with the shiny
red bottoms. Perhaps his five year old
intuition had told him to focus on her feet
instead of her face. He had caught a brief
glimpse: her head slumped towards her right
shoulder, the worry lines gone but replaced
by a blank stare, the trickle of blood coming
from her nose fading to pink as it mixed with
the rain. But then some protective instinct
had kicked in and shifted his gaze to her feet.
Ah, yes. That explained the dream and his
fixation on the accident. Amelia had come
home from work yesterday all aglow with
excitement. She had found a pair of Christian
Louboutins on E-Bay.
“Christian what’s?” He had asked.
“Christian Louboutins. You know. The shoes.
How many times have I told you it has
always been part of my plan to wear them

“Oh, right. The shoes,” he had said.
He did vaguely remember having a
conversation with her about this. He had
offered to buy them for her. The price was
ridiculous but his mother’s estate had all
been kept in a trust fund for him until he
turned 25 last year. He hadn’t spent a penny
of it but it seemed like a fitting way for her to
have a part in his wedding. She had always
loved fashion after all, especially shoes.
But Amelia had insisted on paying for them
herself. She wanted to make it clear she
wasn’t marrying him for his money. Even
though he already knew that. She hadn’t
known he was wealthy when they met. Very
few people knew he was the son of the late
artist, Jacqueline Sandoval, whose career had
been tragically cut short in a mall parking lot
on a rainy Saturday morning two decades
earlier. And she certainly didn’t know why
Samuel’s face went white when she opened
her laptop to show him the shoes she had
ordered.
“Red soles,” was all he had said.

"Perhaps his five year old intuition
had told him to focus on her feet
instead of her face. He had caught a
brief glimpse: her head slumped
towards her right shoulder, the worry
lines gone but replaced by a blank
stare, the trickle of blood coming from
her nose fading to pink as it mixed
with the rain. But then some
protective instinct had kicked in and
shifted his gaze to her feet."
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“I know it’s not traditional but I think it
would be fun for people to see a hint of red
when I walk up the aisle. Plus, red has always
symbolized passion for me. Never mind
something borrowed and something blue. To
me blue is cold and stiff. I want to step into
our new life together with something warm
and fiery under my feet.”

Amelia found herself wondering how Alice’s
life might had turned out if the accident
never happened, if she’d changed her plans
even slightly: taken the bus instead of her
car, let someone else drive, or chosen a
different route. What would she have done
with the last 20 years of her life? What would
she be doing right now instead of sitting in a
nursing home staring out the window at a
world she no longer participated in?

“I’m not worried about tradition,” he had
reassured her. “You could wear rubber boots
or bare feet for all I care. As long as you
agree to marry me, it doesn’t matter what
you’re wearing when you do it.”

Alice
Today was the day of that young nurse’s
wedding. It was being held in the nursing
home’s chapel. Its wall of sliding doors
opening onto the therapy garden made it a
popular choice for local weddings.
Being the sweet girl that she was, the nurse
had invited her patients to the ceremony.

Amelia
Amelia didn’t know what it was about the
shoes that had everyone acting so weird.
That quiet patient, Alice, had gone deathly
pale when she overheard Amelia telling
another nurse about her purchase. She
looked like she was about to faint and Amelia
had asked her if she wanted to go back to her
room. Alice was kind of an institution at the
nursing home. An institution in an institution,
Amelia had thought and then felt
immediately guilty for making light of the
poor woman’s situation.

With the first notes of the processional music,
Alice stood along with those guests who were
able to do so. A ray of light streaming through
the windows glinted against the red sole of
the bride’s shoes as she made her way to the
altar. They both looked so happy. Alice closed
her eyes and wished them the best.
Lisa De Luca lives in the Canadian province of
New Brunswick where she works in the public
education system. Her work will be forthcoming in
the summer issues of Carousel Magazine and Kyso
Flash.

Even though she’d been there for so long,
years before Amelia started working there,
Alice was younger than most of the other
residents. She must have only been in her
late forties or early fifties when she was
admitted. Amelia often wondered what it had
been like for Alice, surrounded by elderly
dementia patients and stroke victims when
she was so young. She didn’t know the entire
story but had heard something about an
accident years ago. Someone—probably a
passenger in Alice’s car, Amelia had always
assumed—had been killed and Alice had
never recovered from the guilt. Though she
seemed like an intelligent woman, she was
always drifting off in the middle of
conversations, wandering away from group
activities, forgetting where she’d left things.
The doctors said it wasn’t dementia but
emotional trauma that caused these bouts of
forgetfulness.
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Accursed Crown

by k.c. finn

I had been nurtured, that much I knew. Cultivated, like the first hopeful seed of a
dark, fallow plain, that must be given sunlight, food and water to thrive. My
gardeners had tended me faithfully in the sixteen years that I had spent within the castle, and
that horde of ever-smiling faces had done a fine job of ripening me from babe, to boy, to man.
Tomorrow, their duties would at last be at an end, and the new flock would fly in to take the place
of my nurturers. Tomorrow would be the day of reaping, when the viziers and the council took
me over. Tomorrow, I would be expected to provide the harvest that all of the kingdom was
waiting for.

My kingdom. It felt foreign to think of it as such, that humble world that I had looked upon from
high windows and tall battlements. I had hardly ever visited the lands beyond the citadel in which
I was grown, not since my parents had made the very same type of journey all those years ago. I
was the last true prince of the Seven Lands and, though they had taken my parents from me, no
sorcerer or assassin had ever managed to end the prestigious line of my blood. That certainly
wasn’t for lack of trying on their part, but my encasement with my nurturers had greatly reduced
their odds of success.
Control was the carer’s mantra. Control of location, control of circumstance, and control of their
prince. From the smallest seedling, I had learned to value the high price of my life, and thus far
my rebellions against my protectors had been mere trifling affairs. Tonight was different, because
it was the very last night that I would spend as a prince. Tonight, I roamed the dark recesses of
the castle, concealed in familiar shadows as I wound my solo path towards the Hall of Festival.
And towards the treasure that I knew lay within it.
The vast space echoed like a tomb, my footsteps filling it with an iteration that rolled like gentle
thunder through the solemn air. The moonlight was bright enough to tell me that attendants had
already bedecked the great hall with garlands and crests, the markers of the new position they
hoped I would hold by that time tomorrow. They had so much hope for me, a hope that I could
not pretend to understand. At the farthest end of the newly-polished floorboards, there lay the
most spectacular festooning of all. Gold dripped from every surface that surrounded the seat my
long-dead father had once called his own. Banners, mail, and armour gleamed from all around
that gilded throne.
And, placed ceremonially on its velvet seat, there was a crown.
My crown. It still didn’t sit well with me to own it, even as I greedily approached the glittering
bounty, hands outstretched with tense, pulsing fingertips. I knew that the Seven Lands had been
wrought with blood-drenched conflict—and hewn apart and forged together again—by those who
wore the golden ring that now consumed my gaze. From my sacred garden filled with towers and
battlements, I could not claim to understand the true power that the bearer of the crown ought to
wield. My advisers, filled with serpentine smiles, assured me that this feeling would come to me in
time, but I remained unconvinced.
I needed to know how it felt to be a king. Alone, in the blackness of the Hall of Festival, I felt that
my pre-coronation would teach me things I could not learn under the hope-fuelled gazes of the
hundreds that would play audience to the morrow’s ceremony. The crown had been calling to me,
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even in my sleep, and now that my fingertips neared its gleaming facade, it seemed to scream
temptation into my very soul. It was a deafening pitch that cancelled all other sounds, and I
barely knew that I was still breathing as my hands took the crown into their fumbling grip.
Vigilance gave me pause as the adornment hovered, inches from the top of my head. I had been
cultivated, after all, to fear treachery, and the scream within the crown struck my spine with an
eerie, otherworldly shiver. I knew my own doubts well, but never before that night had I sought
to examine my father’s crown. I lowered my hands and bowed my head, letting the golden
coronet rotate in my grip for a long, pensive moment. The scream intensified in my head, and my
heart thumped at a gallop to flush new blood into every muscle of my body. I was poised to flee,
but I had no idea what I was so afraid of.
Deep in the desperate dark, I forced rationality to take hold of my trembling soul. I had come to
the hall out of innocent curiosity, and the urge to assure myself that I was fit to be king of all
those hopeful souls that awaited me. The heavy diadem in my grip was a symbol of that role, and
nothing more. It could not hurt to see if the crown fitted me well. With a little concentration, the
scream—which I now perceived was born of my own fears—subsided, and once again I raised the
crown to hover over my head. My eyes were closed as the weight of it settled into rest, and I felt
a pull across my muscles as they rebalanced under its heft.
When my eyes sprung open, the dark Hall of Festival was fully occupied. For one fleeting
moment, I wondered if tomorrow’s audience had been lying in wait for me to make that midnight
journey, but that was before my gaze had really settled on any of the assembled figures. When it
did, I drank in the vicious visions of stale, dried blood, which clung to ragged old clothes and pale,
filthy faces. The faces stared at me from every corner of the room, silent and shining blue as the
moon where they were caught in its light. It took a moment more to see the uniforms among
them, the chainmail that some wore, and the gaping, bloody holes in the smocks of others.
The crowd were walking wounded, and I marvelled at their placidity as I considered their
numerous injuries. If they were assassins, then I would have already been dead, and certainly not
standing in the centre of the bloody crowd, who gazed as one towards the shining coronet that
pressed down against my mind. Countless hands rose in an eerie, silent unison, and purpled lips
opened on the many shadowed faces. Their pointing fingertips singled me out, whispered voices
joining in a well-rehearsed chorus. No single voice was out of time with any other as the mass of
wounded souls delivered their warning.
“Pride fought and lost for the sake of the crown. Lands fought and lost for the sake of the crown.
Lives fought and lost for the sake of the crown. Accursed crown. Accursed crown...”
This last they kept repeating, even as I forced my trembling fingers up the sides of my head. A
sheen of sweat had turned them cold and clumsy as I tried to loosen the crown, and it came off
with a clatter when I wrenched it with a juddering, fear-fuelled shove. As it rattled onto the
stones of the great hall, I saw that the space was empty once more. The aloneness was less
comforting than it had been before, and I felt as though a hundred dead eyes were watching as I
ran from the throne with a thunderous echo.
*
The spirits did not return by morning light, when my father’s crown settled its weight against me
for the second time. My viziers appraised me proudly, as did the hopeful contents of the Seven
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Lands, and I now understood why those poor souls outside my castle looked to me with
such expectation. I was their newly-rooted hope, grown away from battle and blood to
tend a kingdom that wanted to be rid of it. This was the pressure and the price. This was
how it felt to be a king. Tears wrestled with my gaze as I waved to them from my
battlements, and one of my former nurturers leant towards my ear to say:
“The weight of the world is a terrible thing, my liege.”
As the golden crown pressed against my mind, I could do little but agree.
K.C. Finn was born and raised in Cardiff, South Wales, where her love for storytelling grew at a
precociously young age. After developing the medical condition M.E. / C.F.S., Kim turned to writing to
escape the pressures of disabled living, only to become hooked on the incredible world of publishing.

The Mapmaker’s Drawing in Time
after Charlie Hebdo January 2015

Sometimes I steady my hand over Europe
and Asia Minor and recreate the Dark Ages.
Sometimes I press my palm on the wet ink
boundaries and press it to my other palm,
then cup my ears and listen to the prayers
of parishioners in churches and mosques
before executions, of mothers burned
in purple and pink hijabs, and kosher
grocery store shoppers before their shot.
I’d wash my hands of that but it’s like erasing a country
or lands from the world. I press instead my hands
together and ask of Abraham to re-present
the facts before him to be known and not believed.
Sometimes I draw a boundless world.
-Tom Holmes
Tom Holmes is the editor of "Redactions: Poetry, Poetics, & Prose," and in July 2014, he also cofounded "RomComPom: A Journal of Romantic Comedy Poetry." He is also author of seven
collections of poetry, most recently _The Cave_, which won The Bitter Oleander Press Library of
Poetry Book Award for 2013 was released in October 2014. His writings about wine, poetry book
reviews, and poetry can be found at his blog, The Line Break:http://thelinebreak.wordpress.com/
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Circuital

There is a time before the veil turns blue in
which every city sleeps. I read the creased
map under the lonely ocher street lamps, and
my sister follows. She kicked me awake at 3
a.m., an hour early, and I haven’t quite
forgiven her. We won’t be in Nice for another
half day and I cannot sleep during travel.
The station is the sleepy eye of
Florence, still flicking and turning at the
dream pace of the night. We expect a quiet
half hour of shuffling timetables while we wait
for our train. Inside, we find a bench between
platforms. I retrieve my journal; Anna, her
Nikon. We evaluate the previous days in our
own ways.
He’s not there, and then he is.
Invading with his questions, his eyes. The
faux-friendliness that every woman knows is
mired and wet.
My sister and I are visitors. We know
this, he knows this. We ignore him, but his
feet grow roots in our presence.
He assesses. I exude more steel than
my sister, clamp my nerves behind a firm
gaze. Anna’s eyes dart, her smiles are tinged
with anxiety. She’s blonde. He sits on the
bench beside her. She shrinks into me. He
looks between the camera display screen and
her face as he talks. More questions. What’s
your name? Boyfriend? Where are you
going?
Our rabbit hearts jolt alive with
adrenaline. The train is still fifteen minutes
away. A voice rises in me: Leave her alone,
alright? You’re bothering us.
He breaks his stare at my sister and
looks at me. The dare in his eyes hides
behind feigned innocence. When I stare back,
he denies my accusation, asks my sister. I
bothering you? We’re friends!
Anna has locked her eyes on a photo: a
striped cat we found yesterday lounging in
the sun outside the Cattedrale di Santa Maria
del Fiore.
She doesn’t want to talk to you. I’ve
heard these words inside my head so many
times before, but here in an unknown place,
their authority is questionable.

by sarah basil
1. Scarborough
The delicate mist sprays my glasses.
I’m learning to evaluate the rain. This bout
doesn’t justify putting up my umbrella— that
would certainly label me as a visitor. Though
the three of us can’t help but look like
tourists. Who else would brave the fog on a
January day in North Yorkshire?
A different rain, a different cold. Not
an abrasive wind that numbs the body;
England damp will slide under your skin and
move with you. Cold that pervades and
saturates. Even as I stare through my
camera at the high Victorian houses on the
bluffs, I am remembering the place I left
behind as I weigh the new and unfamiliar.
When we follow the curve of the
empty street, it unwinds at the beach. My
friends and I stop and gasp together when we
see the North Sea for the first time. Bluegray water on white-gray sky that looks like
the very edge of what is known.
Like children, we forget ourselves and
run toward the tide. Tall boots leave treads in
the damp sand. Salt air and sea shell sound.
At the end of the world, something that feels
like home.
2. Rural Wisconsin
The sky is equal parts light and void.
Galaxies are painted like master strokes
across a well-balanced canvas—clustered
here, but scattered there. They reach toward
me in metallic fingers that curl away into
questions. I tilt my head back and spin, spin,
eyes to heaven. Unraveling the design,
determined to copy all its depth and texture
to my memory. I don’t know when I’ll see
stars like this again.
3. Florence
Plum-black sky over red tile roofs.
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He’s staring at me again, full venom. I
take it without flinching. I’m not fucking
around.
Santa Maria must be with us, because
the city is waking up. The men and women in
tan overcoats that brisk through the terminal
pay us no mind, but they are there. The man
stands and leaves, muttering an apology. He’s
lost his window. Wolves hunt alone in the
dark.

Bright, colored lights reflect in the
dark mirror of the River Liffey. They bleed
and bend in my vision as we cross the
O’Connell Bridge. Four women from four
distant cities. We walk two and two. Eline—
tall, slender, Dutch. The way she coifs her
curls and paints her lips crimson makes me
smile too wide, avert my eyes when she
speaks to me. Like looking at a ray of pure
sun through stained glass. Nahoko is tiny
next to Eline, but she keeps her stride. She
adjusts to the nightlife through brown eyes
deep and rich as the old earth. Back in Tokyo,
she attends a women’s college; one of many
in Japan. Of all of us, she’s the farthest from
what she knows.
Theresa—German, fine-haired,
warrior-shouldered—takes the lead when we
get to Temple Bar. It’s Friday night, but the
strings of lights that lace the balconies
together suggest it’s a proper holiday. Fleet
Street is crowded, but not uncomfortable. We
stop and watch two newlyweds dance to a
peddling trio’s tune. Fiddle, tambourine,
drum—all dressed in shabs, but grinning at
the fine couple before them. The groom twirls
his bride and dips her. She throws her head
back and smiles hallelujah. The train of her
white gown is muddied by the cobblestone
puddles.
Later, Theresa cheers me on as I gulp
half a pint of cider. She’s been drinking much
longer than me, and can drink much more.
Nahoko’s cheeks flush pink over a bottle of
banana beer, and she smiles with her teeth.
Eline wrinkles her nose and laughs like
Sunday bells. It will never be like this again.

4. Orlando
My earliest memory: age two-and-ahalf, seeing a manatee in an aquarium.
Maybe the moment is crystallized and
exaggerated in my mind, but it goes like this.
The room is dim and set below the waterline.
We move through the light that filters
through the enormous exhibit tank. Tinted
by the water, it comes through as thick and
blue-green. There is a manatee. I’ve never
seen a manatee. Other animals, like dogs and
cats, but not something of real size and
power. I’m enchanted. The voices around me
fade to murmurs, and even my mother
becomes a distant satellite. I step forward
into the turquoise glow and press my tiny
hand to the glass. The manatee looks down at
me. Completely zen, soft eyes. I look back. A
transition, a quiet moment in which I pledge
to wed all the truth and beauty of the world.
5. Kyoto
Kinkaku-ji. The Golden Pavillion. It
looks exactly like the photos: lacquered wood,
ornate landscaping, perfect composition. The
temple could be on a postcard from any
angle. The sky swells gray with a coming rain,
but the gold shines even brighter in contrast
with the deep green gardens. I delete
countless attempts off my memory card until
I get the pond’s tranquil water straight as a
ruler at the bottom of my camera display
screen.

7. Road
Just once. On a two-lane highway
after midnight, when you’ve been the only
car for miles, kill the lights. It doesn’t do to
play like this often, so wait until the silence is
right. Wait until that solo trip northwest, until
you’re between towns of single families, until
streetlights are as rare as trees. Take your
foot off the gas and coast through the prairie
dark.

6. Dublin
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8. Photograph, 1998

it’s so clear, my expatriate uncle tells us. He’s
lived here for three years, and every time
he’s climbed the peak there has been nothing
but clouds in all directions.
There is no artificial light on the
viewing terrace. It’s crowded. We aren’t the
only ones taking advantage of the clear night,
and we all fumble in the natural dark. I hear
no less than six different languages chattering
excitedly. My five-year-old cousin, halfJapanese and half-American, speaks the
languages of her heritage and a bit of
Mandarin, too. She proudly translates
snippets of conversations for me.
The heavy tropical air exhales a cool
breeze. Warm orange and cyber blue hues
illuminate the silhouettes of the high-rise
buildings below. Earlier, on our drive to the
peak, I became dizzy when I craned my neck
to see the tops of the towers. The intersection
of metal and sky is not visible from the
ground. It’s a world that only goes up. But
here on a mountain in the clouds, one can
look down to see the city with balanced
perspective.
Finally, the light show begins. This is
what we’re all here for. Every skyscraper
gleams with neon colors. Ribbons of pink,
purple, yellow, and green flow up the side of
one building. Others flash alternating shades
and shapes. One row of red lights starts at
the base of a tower and runs up to the needle
at the very top. Like the evening midway at
the summer fair on a truly industrial scale.
I can barely see my little cousin next
to me, her chin resting on the guard rail. The
others are lost in the dark, too, but I hear
their voices. English, Japanese, Mandarin,
Cantonese, Arabic, German. Maybe more. All
of us taking in the same extraordinary
moment and translating it back to our own
sensibilities.

Ages four and five. Anna and I pose
beside the front garden at the house we grew
up in. It’s summer—I can tell from the floralprint shorts I’m wearing, and the orange and
pink cosmos blooming in the left side of the
frame. Our mother must have stopped us
mid-play. I can guess the scene from our
costumes. Anna smiles shyly in a Disney
princess dress and hugs her favorite stuffed
toy to her side. I’ve taken center stage in
plastic armor. Breastplate, helmet, and shield
in dulled gray, with gold accents. I shift my
weight to my left foot and hold the sword in
battle pose. I’m totally committed to this
role. My round face is grim and somber. This
must have been one of the first iterations of
our oft-imagined game: Anna as the princess
in peril, and me as the brave hero come to
rescue her. They’re almost Irish twins, our
dad often jokes of my sister and me. Almost.
Just under thirteen months apart, we don’t
quite make the cut.
9. Minneapolis Institute of Arts
The modern art gallery rouses me
from the funeral quiet of the place. I’ve
bypassed the sacred, the old, and the ritual;
those remain in the exhibits behind me. Here,
seventies funk hums between the rooms.
Patrons speak to one another and laugh. Pop
art electrifies the walls. Andy Warhol is
looking in my direction, but lenses obscure
his gaze. My eyes search for his. The eye that
searches for itself. Isn’t life a series of images
that change as they repeat themselves? His
question imprints on my wet clay thoughts
and hardens into the spine of a philosophy
that just exceeds my articulation.
10. Victoria Peak, Hong Kong

Sarah Basil received her BFA in Creative Writing
from Hamline University, where she helped launch
the Runestone Literary Journal. A few of her
favorite things include road trips, chocolate cake,
cult TV shows, and her cat Stitch. She lives and
works just west of Minneapolis, Minnesota, and
tweets @FrowningLion

From here, I can see the entire
harbor, and the iron and glass skyscrapers
that follow its half-moon shape. Fog sits on
the hills to either side of the mountain. It
curtains perfectly with the view. We’re lucky
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Cuttlefish as Breastplate

This is the monster of the ocean:
it can awaken a desire to see a person’s
dead grandfather, the one they never met,
but once dreamt as a child they met in a village
near Belize City. The vision of a Cuttlefish
through fogged goggles may cause a grown
woman to spontaneously bleed. So I am consumed,
of course. Not by watching but by rubbing
with my flipper the tentacles. I do not touch
them all at once but focus on one
tiny-suckered arm at a time. But the sense of touch
disappoints me because I am filtered through black
flipper and I cannot feel the beak, the fast
acting venom, the attack on my nervous
system. I am a nervous system, and there is nothing
a woman like me can do except cry off the side
of a fast boat and dream of not needing
a wetsuit. The craving returns when I am deep
in the ocean: Cuttlefish as my breastplate.
My father never took me to the gun range,
never slapped me hard enough in the face,
but I know how to squeeze life out
between my thighs. I know how to embrace
a Cuttlefish until its turquoise blood spews
out through each arm. I know how to pull
something so sweet out of the salt.
-Laura Manardo
Laura Manardo is currently finishing up her last term at Kalamazoo College with a degree in English
literature. This is her first ever publication! Dirty chai lattes are her favorite thing to sip on and she spends her
free time tending to her many cacti and succulents. Believe it or not, cuttlefish do in fact have turquoise blood.
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Finding Freedom

Soul Collision by rachel pond

by rachel pond

Rachel Pond enjoys a creative life of art beyond her daily work as a 911 dispatcher. She had her first
poem published in the third grade and has since continued to pursue her passion for writing and
photography. Rachel's work has been featured in Northern Eclecta, Haiku Journal, Shadows, Star
Tribune, The Forum of Fargo-Moorhead, and elsewhere.

Percept
I’ve never seen the train but the tracks go on forever, straight shot to the horizon
(The illusion of depth)
A physics lesson
And the chalk comes from somewhere, hitting its limit in this form (in this fogged message) and
is almost reborn on pavement
Before the rain comes
An almost
And all that’s left of Maria is the calcified orange flower from her hair
-nate masxon
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The Professor’s Sabbatical
by alina stefanescu

After sixty seconds in the French lycee, Gretel understood there’d be no need to tight-roll
her jeans for the next five months. Her father was a balding professor with a funny last name.
Consequently, Gretel was the awkward, easily disappointed daughter of a balding professor who
remained conservative about his combover.
The professor brought Gretel to France to spend part of her 7th grade year learning
French conjugations at the grassroots level while he indulged in the frivolous posturing of an
academic sabbatical. The town was named Nancy, like her mother. Gretel thought maybe home
borrowed proper nouns from the heart.
It takes two months to brew a decent beer. By the second month, Gretel was firmly
ensconced in a new web of friendships with worldly girls who knew how to catch your eye and
hold it tight as a bit, then loose as a slinky.
Veranne, for example, greeted Gretel (and every other kid in the schoolyard) with a lilacscented kiss on each check. Veranne turned courtesy into an extended commentary on how a
thought becomes a shape and then swells into succulent hips.
During lunch, she asked Gretel questions about life in America. Why did American girls
wear so much makeup? And didn’t it stain their collars and get all over their friends when they
greeted each other in the morning?
Pursing her lips, Gretel reminded herself that she was, after all, the professor’s daughter,
therefore words need not amass in the back of throat like angel food cake. Gretel did her best to
explain one culture to another. American kids had this thing called personal space, which just
meant they didn’t stand so close together or kiss. Not unless they were dating.
Veranne wanted to know about dating—was it something people did when they were in
love?
In a sense, Gretel said, though dating was more about liking someone than loving them.
You dated to see if you would fall in love and become a couple.
She realized certain things were hard to explain, complicated by the very words expected
to explain them. The French language referred to couples as a state of being rather than a
separate object. French people were “ensemble,” or together. Then, maybe they weren’t. Couples
suddenly appeared to Gretel as a rather clunky and cumbersome institution.
Verrane's concerns revolved around being in love. Why were people together in this couple
if they weren't in love? It seemed so practical, sensible, and yet rather over-dramatic. People
should follow their hearts, scoffed Veronne. They should wait for love or go bust.
A professor’s daughter knows tenure depends on the ability to nod politely and agree.
Gretel was a professor’s daughter.
By the third month, Gretel and Veranne had grown closer. The professor, inclined towards
stodginess but perhaps loosened a bit by vintage Merlots, allowed Gretel to spend the night at
Veranne’s downtown apartment even though Veranne’s mom was unmarried. The apartment
was situated in a vibrant part of the city, overlooking an ancient street only a half-mile away from
the historic center of Stanislas Square. Live music pulled crowds like pixels, creating new forms of
social life. Gretel watched from the window until Veranne whispered the plans to sneak out and
meet up with Guilliame.
Gretel did not remember meeting Guilliame, but Veranne insisted they’d met at Natalie’s
boum. Veranne brushed Gretel’s hair, talked her into wearing a black leather skirt with hiking
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boots, and then whisked her out the door at exactly the right time.
Where we are going, wondered Gretel. Veranne looked vexed—she’d already told Gretel
they were going to meet Guilliame at a special place nearby, and Gretel should relax.
Two large street lamps bickered with the moon for lighting rights.
At first, Gretel thought Guilliame was homeless—why else would a man be standing under
a bridge just out of reach?—but he smelled like marine aftershave and his tightly curled hair was
cropped close to his head. Guilliame’s grin revealed a set of splendid white teeth; whiter for the
warm Middle Eastern hue in his skin.
Guilliame, meet Gretel. She’s not from around here. And Gretel, meet Guilliame. He’s not
from around here either. Veranne’s wind-chimed past. Guilliame’s eyes darted from girl to girl.
Veranne looked crazy about Guilliame.
Gretel watched a stray cat climb over rocks while Veranne and Guilliame kissed against
the concrete bridge pillar. How attractive the two appeared as silhouettes. When Veranne
stooped on her knees near Guilliame’s ankles, Gretel heard the zipper unclench its teeth then the
soft groan of a penis entering the warm water port.
Maybe she tried not to watch but Guilliame caught her peeking and gestured with his
hand, come here. Gretel imagined rules about personal space and privacy while Veranne’s golden
hair bobbed up and down up and down. In Alabama, nodding donkeys moved up and down up
and down mining meadows for oil’s slick ooze.
Je voudrais que tu m'embrasses, Guilliame extended his large, gorgeous palm to include
the outer edges of a waist. But what about Veranne? Veranne wants you to kiss me, too. She
wants me to be happy. Gretel let the filet mignon of his lips meet the slender chopsuey steak of
hers. He tasted like peppermint, quivered when he came in Veranne’s mouth while kissing Gretel.
Knees get weak to fancy the triad.
Laying on Veranne’s futon bed, Gretel admitted it was her first French kiss. Veranne
hugged Gretel, thrilled to share the seminal moment. They giggled, slept, and went to school the
next day.
The professor baked quiche for dinner and lectured on Joan of Arc. There’s no reason to
date if you’re in love and both of you are willing to suck love’s bone marrow dry.
Gretel and the professor returned to Alabama for the holidays and Gretel started dating
Doug, a boy from school who played basketball. When Doug kissed her at Francine’s party, Gretel
told him it was the first kiss she’d always envisioned. Doug bought Gretel a dozen roses every day
until she agreed to date him. Later, they got married. Their kids loved it when Gretel recounted
the story about how daddy was mommy’s first kiss.
Alina Stefanescu was born in Romania, raised in Alabama, and reared by the ghost of Hannah Arendt. She
lives in Tuscaloosa with her partner and three small people but, alas, no pigeons. Her syllables are forthcoming
in Mulberry Fork Review, Kindred, Avatar Review, and Rivet Journal. She aims for a clean ontology. More
online at http://alina_stefanescu.typepad.com/writing/
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Twins

My sister and I, we stretch our limbs across
her lead stained carpet and absorb. I sniff
with a coyote’s nose her lemon sweat
and acetone, she breathes my cooling teardrops
on the air conditioning.
I think I told her, fuck the boys that bleed
the world to brine. She contemplated hawks
and said, let’s buy new coats with otter hoods
and catch a flight to Reykjavik, let’s curl
our hair in island fog.
We’ll ride Icelandic ponies with the souls
of Valkyries, with bones and burs and teeth
of milky mead. We’ll cut our lips on haddock
fins, bathe in rain, we’ll scour lava deserts
for a wet womb.
Lying on the greying plains like eggs,
both waiting to be born, who was there
before our zygote split
in water warm
with love? Perhaps we are two sadder halves
of a happy child.
My head to paper, ink and dirty clothes,
I feel my sister sinking into arctic
circles, oceans, and I rub an itch
behind my eyes. I search the ceiling cracks
for an aurora borealis.
-Nicole Kurlich
Nicole Kurlich lives in the woods of Northeast Ohio. Her poetry has appeared in Burningword Literary
Journal, Decades Review, Gravel, and Contrary. Her favorite things ever include playing the ukulele and
befriending local felines. Tweet her @nkurlich
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Threat of Rising Water
by danielle louise iamarino
Arizona
I drive you to coffee with your Rottweiler’s head resting on my shoulder and your .45 in my
trunk, unloaded, because the cops never returned your bullets. The smoke from your American Spirit
cigarette clings to my skin. Between drags, you tell me that you’ve had enough of Arizona. You’re going
home.
At the café, you wrestle for the last time with all the appropriate clichés. You dress them up as
best you know how: in the soaring language of your peers, better educated than I. You talk about pain,
about all of this pain—this great theatre of heartbreak in which we find ourselves the stars—and how it
will have eventually been nothing but a catalyst for personal growth. I should not overlook the lessons,
in self-restraint and in the recovery of my own identify, to be gained in the end of this torrid yet
frequently humiliating affair. But I care nothing, now, for humiliation, and even less for your lofty
words; I am addicted in my blood, and your clinical opinions mean nothing to the impulses which, every
denial like collapsing a vein, leave me ever more subservient to my desire.
You are grateful, of course, for my companionship; for my stoicism in the company of your
demons; for my signatures on the release papers which line your pockets; for my silence, finally, in each
aftershock of your personal failures. It is only that the time has come for you to strike out from beneath
the weight of those failures and undertake the lonely but necessary task of resetting your soul. I have
been a good friend—a true friend—but I am too young and too whole to risk in front of the treachery
that awaits you on this path which may yet fail to yield your salvation.
I would tell you what I know about treachery. And about failure. But there is no reward in that.
Besides, you whisper, moving to take my hand, You must always have known that this
couldn’t last. You must always have known—

My throat tightens as in response to an accusation. Yes, I interrupt, grasping the handle of my
mug in place of your outstretched hand. I might always have known how ill-fated it was, and even, if
I am being honest about the extent to which I understood your prior warnings, exactly how it would
end: a plot of land in Tennessee, with a garden, and a cabin built for one. You might frequently have
brought it to my attention. But it didn’t matter then, like it doesn’t matter now, I say, because love is
unconditional, or it is nothing at all.
I am seized in spite of the clarity of my passion by the disorienting sensation of water filling my lungs.
Knowing that another kindly glance, another sympathetic intonation, is all it would take to ignite the
helplessness gathering inside me, I withdraw to silence.
You would continue to enlighten me but can’t seem to bear my disconsolation. Searching for
relief, you reach hesitantly across our table for your half-empty mug of coffee. The movement is vested
in all the same mannerisms as your reaching for an open bottle of bourbon. You look away from me
while you drink. Your eyes, a muted green stopped on the precipice of brown, or gray, are buried in
midday shadows, the pale rings embellished with the reflections of strangers passing on the sidewalk.
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I have known you all my life.
No. It has only been three years. I am only almost twenty-two. You are almost thirty-six. I try
to imagine you as a memory. I decide that I will draw no lines—that I will not distinguish between the
isolation of being in love and that of being left behind in love. There will be only a time when you were
here and a time when you no longer are.
I do not want to remember you so detached of me. I do not want to remember you here, on the
porch of our local coffee shop, with its white-washed railings and its neutral lunchtime congregations.
And not here, beneath the unfettered sunlight of the western sky, in which we each are anonymous
and whole, recovered of all that isn’t happening as we speak. In which our stories of hurt are past-tense
beautiful. But I always will remember: what it feels like, this day, to occupy as a ghost a space full of
living beings.
Can I get you a refill, sir? The waitress is polished, calm. I wonder what I am in front of her,

whether or not she sees the tears. You wave her away with a half-strangled smile and return to me, to
my brooding silence.
***
It is difficult to say why you mattered—why, wherever you may be, you continue to matter. I
don’t believe you loved me, or even knew me especially well. I don’t believe I will see you again.
I could not fall asleep beside you the first six months. I lay awake in your bed, watching the
particles of dust tumble into the slender beams of light emanating from your alarm clock, afraid that if
I closed my eyes, the moment would collapse into an unlived fantasy.
Go to sleep, you’d whisper, sweeping a wisp of hair from my eyes. Whatever needs thinking
can be thought tomorrow.

No. Could you read my fear in the quickening of my breath? Tomorrow is an apparition. I
cannot stake a moment of my time with you on tomorrow.
In fact, I could not stake anything on tomorrow. I had only just turned nineteen and the world
appeared to me still in terms of what I had learned as a child: the fleetingness of all perfect things, and
the way in which love grays around the edges when left alone too long. Preparing to depart from
adolescence was like opening the window on a cold and rarefied night—my future there before me, but
shrouded in darkness and disguised by the unfamiliar auras of the high desert. And it was you, distant
though you already were, whom I sought in every shadow, knowing nothing but that I missed you like
light from a far-off window or a high-flung star.
But what indeed had I become, and what was I becoming still, as I followed you to bed and,
eventually, into the smoky arteries of Whiskey Row, where we were noticed not for the difference in
our ages—not for the residual youthfulness about my features nor the years of hard-living evident in
your own—but for the similarity of our dispositions: to drink, and to drown. It didn’t matter so much
where each of us was in that trajectory ongoing toward darkness; we were marked by an acute
sensitivity to life and death that looked the same on all who bore it.
Was this, then, to be our home? These streets, these bars the places where those legacies of
damage earned in youth unfolded to reckoning?
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As it turned out, Arizona was neither your home nor mine, but a neutral ground on which our
paths converged, yours from the American South and mine from the desolate and very nearly
Canadian North.
The South, you’d tell me, absently, and more than once from behind the sun-yellowed pages
of Cormac McCarthy novels, is a place where people know how to live. A place where people
understand the value of land.

Well, I’d think, I’ve never been long in the South. I cannot wax poetic after the richness of the
southern lands. But I can talk to you about moonlight on the rotted planks of empty shacks. I can
describe the whip-crack of buckshot echoing through the pines, and the orchestral wailing of starving
coyotes wandering a windswept forest. These scars on my arms are from the teeth of junkyard dogs,
and the pitted metal of abandoned steam engines. I know what dawn looks like from behind the
frostbitten, yellowing windows of an Airstream trailer—and just how the amber glass of a Budweiser
bottle will filter the light from an overcast morning. Bone pits in the woods: I have seen them. I have
touched the sun-bleached skeletons of slaughtered animals and righted rows of moonshine jugs
beneath a lonely country sky.
Perhaps it was that I thought you understood. Adrift on my new surroundings, disoriented every
moment by the gravity of my desire, I must have mistaken that you could somehow relate, across all
the years and dialects between us, to the loneliness and the basic many poverties of a rural heart.
Maine
The snow falls. It falls upon the fields. It falls upon the pines. It falls upon the river, and is taken
by it. The river takes everything.
But the first and only time he hits me, it is the snow that breaks my fall.
Falling, I anticipate the delirium-trigger crack of my skull on a piece of ice, but the moment
never comes. The second of impact is jarring only in its lack of sensation. Transfixed by my own
consciousness, I lie in the bank of powder while flakes accumulate in my eyes and ears, obscuring the
shape of his body and upending the sound of his voice. I glimpse his erratic movements through the
quickening torrent. He mouths indeterminable words into a stream of breath that vanishes into the
storm, and waits with bated venom for my inevitable self-revival, for any flicker of a crushable
rebellion. But I am already enveloped, anchored—blood pulling out of my limbs, heartbeat sinking in
my chest. I coax my eyelids, stiffened by the cold, to a resting position. A silent refusal. He stops yelling,
or the snow has smothered me where I lie. One, two, three, four more seconds until his hands discover
me in the rapidly collecting powder, seize upon the fabric of my jacket, drag.
This is not the first time I’ve been lost and found.
Post-revival lungs do not forget the threat of rising water. From that first intoxicating gasp of
air, the delicate living ratio of hydrogen to oxygen is forever salient amongst all physical recognitions.
Every inch of tissue and ounce of blood is humbled by the memory. The heart, reanimated, never beats
quite as boldly as before it had known the beat-back of an aggravated current, or the folding point of
unexpectedly vulnerable bones; as before it had been confronted in all its stateliness and pride with the
hard-stop limits of the human form, so suddenly and cripplingly earthbound, upon which its entire
existence depends.
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But I am getting ahead of myself, these the reverberant effects of an event that began with a
single afternoon, in which the labyrinthine forests of northern Maine shook beneath the static gray of a
late-July thunderstorm and I, sixteen and careless, slipped from a rock and fell, one amongst the
raindrops burst, into a river that shone like newly blued steel. A river for locals alone, so deep it was
with the native sadness of its patrons; the undeveloped dreams of truant teenagers; the lunchtime
hymning of woodworkers from the adjacent mill. Tossed like the child I was from one crest to the next,
I was returned to my life only that I should appreciate forevermore the capacity of the rural north to
enforce upon its inhabitants such violence and poverty of spirit as I’d never before imagined.
He leaves me in the snow. Upright. Alive. The habit of survival is entrenched, but so, too, is the
overwhelming sensation of my own abandon. The feeling—then, on the bank of the St. John, and now,
alone on an unmarked street, snow-shot wind pounding on my chest—is of having been cast down
from the hanging tree a heartbeat before asphyxiation, only to land, disoriented and map-less, at some
unmarked intersection of life and death.
But however it might resemble death, that feeling—that memory—which clings so invariably to
the nearly-drowned, is a condition of ongoing life. There will be no quarter; the ghost sensation of
flooded lungs resists every of its host’s attempts to purge it, crossing the chest in a confluence of veins,
seizing what neutral ground it finds in otherwise embattled territories of the soul. It spreads, this paradeath memory, and it thrives, having all at once recast the entire world in the half-lit eyes of its own
survivor: the lingering image of a drowning-tide.
So do the body and mind suffer equally under the almost physical weight of this memory? The
lasting effects are underway even as those first waves of light are reconstituted upon the survivor’s eyes.
The shock of being alive is unsuspended and the ache of sustaining life is reimagined in the flex of
muscle and flowering of bruise. Blood vessels, having burst in their premature anticipation of death
congeal, in the unexpected event of further life, to a residual darkness at the peripheries of every image.
Like in an overexposed photograph, too bright and too dark, nothing coheres. Nothing appears whole.
But the damage, however it extends into the foreseeable moment, is incomplete, and shade by slender
shade the human soul reenters the waking world, uncertain of what it has lost, but more sensitive than
before to the presence or absence of light in that amongst which it moves.
That, at least, was how I came to see it: a cerebral darkness looking out the eyes of the
neighbors and friends with whom I had shared my youth. I saw it in him, and in other formerly
significant relations who became like specters in the increasingly dreamlike landscapes of my waking
hours, and vanished entirely from the more nebulous planes of my sleep. I could not have known then
that I was being defined by these losses—nor that my life would imitate the sparseness of the rural
north, absent the symmetries and points of correspondence typical to the lives of well-adjusted adults.
In the river, I was swiftly and powerfully unbalanced. I felt each unit of my strength torn from my
chest and dispersed alongside me in the current. But still I reached for the rapid-battered trunks of pine
trees, and for the twisted chassis of vehicles left, in their former celebrity, to tide. Still, I took heart in
every handhold, and every handful of dirt, or leaves, or stone. But there was, finally, only decay. Only
pieces of what I wanted most, and the darkness between, repeating in the open space.
It was in the river that I first learned how to need, and how to be denied.
When I did emerge at the far side of my journey, all I saw was the deepening of nightfall in
everything that had been my home. However I anticipated the sun, it never shone again—never, at
least, in such a way as to charm the wildflowers from the frost-warped fields or the horses, asleep on
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their feet, from the bone-deep lethargy that had enveloped them in recent seasons. Sheds collapsed.
Pipes froze. Roads deteriorated into piles of asphalt-flecked snow. The older generations had seen it
once or twice before: a stitch had burst in the lining of the sky.
Relax, they’d say. The land will endure.

The land will endure. But what about its people? What about me—sixteen, seventeen, eighteen—
awaiting the thaw with a lesser resolve. At night, locked behind my bedroom door, I’d free my neck and
shoulders from the layers of scarves. I’d peel away my jacket, my sweaters, and my boots. I’d run my
fingers across the depressions that each piece of this armor had left upon my skin. Bruises always
faded, but so did the snow continue to fall, and if it fatigued me—this literal displacement of solid
ground—my weakness presented to those around me like a hollow beneath the surface of a frozen
pond.
The magic had gone. Nothing left but snow, congealing on an unhealed wound.
The Far Side
I relocated to northern Arizona at the age of eighteen. And when, a year out from the woods
and into my first college degree, a professor noted that my personal narratives reflected a certain
obsession with fragments, that I wrote without a care for continuity, or readability, and that I seemed
to search only for seams in the fabric of everything I’d see, breaking whole objects into unrecognizable
pieces, I could only shrug my shoulders in reluctant acknowledgement of the truth and recall,
privately, that day at the river when my body and shadow diverged, when the comfortable intuition of
living gave way to the sobering intelligence of being alive in a world so plainly broken at the fault lines
of death.
You couldn’t possibly have understood. I see that now. There was an imbalance in my soul
from the beginning of your knowing who I was—a conflict of the very elements which sustain my life.
Even today, it is difficult for me to reconcile: for all this that may be uncoupled within me, and for
however I align myself with the rejects, the outskirts, and the twilight zones of this world, I am yet a
resident of this world. The view when I look up is of a sky swelling with oxygen and humanity, and the
collective yearning of all earthbound beings.
Somewhere among them: you.
+
We talk often of satisfying the ache which owes to loss of love, but when the ache is not satisfied
—can never be satisfied—it does itself become a kind of relief to some larger need, some unidentified but
assuredly human condition.
I never even tried to move on. Time stood me on my feet, rushed me on through college,
graduate school, successful employments and half-successful relationships, but never to an end without
your memory.
I sometimes awake from sleep to find that it is still the night before you leave for North
Carolina. The sequence is always the same: We stand beside each other in the light that escapes your
back door, and our shadows are broken across the rocky floor of the desert. You light a cigarette—the
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last cigarette—and a fine tobacco mist turns up from the corner of your mouth, rising to disguise your
eyes. A moment of unaccountability. Smoke collects and rolls like layers of river at the bottom of a
waterfall, collapsing back into itself before dispersing to either side of my face. The air is live with
currents of your breath, like water roiling beneath the surface of a rapid, billowing blue-rimmed light
into the uncompromising darkness beyond. This, like drowning: what I would have seen had I been
able to open my eyes that one afternoon in late July, that afternoon when the northern winds were
uncharacteristically hot, and when the current of the St. John River caught my curious limbs and held
me, like a wayward child, suspended in its arms. One, two, three—six turns in a blanket lined with the
silk and silver of fraying air.
The fraying air. I reach out to touch the smoke, to send it back, but it rolls effortlessly through
my fingers. I cannot tell if it is the smoke or the air beneath it that I feel upon my skin. Or if I feel
anything at all.
And then, you leave. You always leave.
You leave before the fall, and I sleep, dreaming between bouts of sadness. I dream of dirt
beneath my feet on a cloudless night, and of windows hung like rusting stars on the indefinite darkness
of Canadian hills. And of you. I sleep until my dreams wander into a corridor too narrow for the
breadth of my memories. Until I am awakened by a sudden resurgence, like water rising, of the
heartache. I know it will lay me right back down. Still, I open my eyes to the mid-afternoon sunlight,
to the yellowing wall of my empty downtown apartment, and wait for my lungs to inflate, for my heart
to recalibrate itself.
Born and raised in New England, Danielle Louise Iamarino sought her education in the American West; she
holds a BA in writing and literature from Prescott College and an MA in rhetoric from Northern Arizona
University. She currently resides in Prescott, AZ, where she teaches drama and English to middle-schoolers.
Her research on education philosophy has appeared in various academic journals.

Storm Vote

Another storm, another tortured stomach,
and here we go again suppressing votes
until more history comes up for air.
Mothers used to call them in at twilight,
the witching hour. Now they shake their car keys,
imprisoned by the same relentless schedule.
A time out called, water over the hubcaps,
the mules getting restless in the storm surge,
power lines skipping rope till they trip.
It looked like artillery, the lightning
mating with transformers in sparking blasts
we can't see for the endless commercials.
All of them are liars we say fondly
afraid not to vote, of God's civic wrath,
the prayers we see, falling from every tree.
-m. a. schaffner
M. A. Schaffner has had poems published in Shenandoah, Prairie Schooner, Agni, Poetry Ireland, Poetry
Wales, and elsewhere. Other writings include the poetry collection The Good Opinion of Squirrels, and the
novel War Boys. Schaffner spends most days in Arlington, Virginia in a home built cheaply more than a
century ago.
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